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THERE'S A 

WORLD OF SOUND ACCESSORIES BY BASF 

BASF LIBRARY BOXES made for those unique recordings you'll always 
want to keep. BASF Library Boxes ensure that the tapes stay safe from dust 
and other damage, and with swivel-open cassettes provide a ready reference 
library. Store, tabulate and protect your recordings in Library Boxes made by 
BASF. To help with your Tape Library, also ask your dealer for the BASF 
Library Index FREE. 

BASF LETTER-TAPE enables you to talk to relatives and friends anywhere in 
the world. BASF insistence on highest quality production makes the Letter- 
Tape extra sensitive to capture every shade of expression. Delight your friends 
far away—let them hear your news on the 150 feet long-play tape specially 
made for mailing. The lightweight BASF Letter-Tape comes complete with 
mailing carton and reply labels, and costs only 5/6d. 

BASF TAPE MANUAL for those who want the know-how on tape record- 
ing. Facts, hints and explanations are all here. With BASF Tape and Accessories 
recording is so much more fun when you know all about it. 

-SYMBOL OF 
AUTHENTIC SOUND 

BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED, 5a GILLESPIE ROAD, LONDON, N.5. TEL: CANonbury 2011 
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A HAPPY XMAS WITH 

A WYNDSOR TRIDENT 

YOU GET MORE VALUE 

FOR YOUR MONEY. . . 

33 gns. 

two-track 

35 gns. 

four-track 

COMPLETE WITH 

ALL ACCESSORIES 

3 Speeds. 7" Spools. Push-Button Controls. And many facilities found in 

more expensive models. The design is inspired. The appearance is elegant. 

The construction is robust. The performance is superb. See your local dealer 

and ask for a demonstration or write for a colour leaflet. 

YOU BUY RELIABILITY WITH A WYNDSOR 

WYNDSOR RECORDING Co. Ltd. 

2 BELLEVUE ROAD, FRIERN BARNEY, LONDON, N.ll, ENGLAND 

Tel: ENTerprise 2226 
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RESLO 

BROADCASTING' 

'■'m 

This microphone is a 41 special " version of the famous 
Reslo type RB and has been developed to meet the very 
high standards insisted upon by the various broadcasting 
authorities, including the B.B.C. The ribbon element is 
mounted in the front shell (the label side) and the internal 
protective screens have been reduced to the minimum. 
A high quality 300 ohm or 30-50 ohm (nominal) line 
transformer is fitted, which allows long microphone lines 
without appreciable losses. These microphones are 
particularly recommended for use in pairs for stereo 
recording. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Models Available: VRT/L for 30-50 ohms impedance. 

VRT/M for 300 ohms impedance. 
Frequency Response: Smoothly maintained over the range 40 c/$. 

40 c/s response —2 dB. 16 Kc/s response +2 dB 
referred to the level at 1,000 c/s. 
81 dB below I Volt/dyne/cm2. (300 ohms impedance). 
Nominal figure of 8. No acoustic damping incorp- 
orated. 
From top of frame to swivel screw-28' (66.7 mm.) 
approx. T base swivel screw to the plug connector— 
2^' (63.5 mm.) approx. 
9 oz. 
Satin chrome overall. 
Head cilting-mounted as Reslo RB series with 45 degree 
movement from vertical in rear direction only, on 
* T * (tubular) base which includes Reslo T.C. socket connector. 

Connecting Cable: Each microphone is supplied with 6 yards screened 
and twisted P.V.C. cable (red and black) grey sheathed 

Sensitivity: 
Polar Response: 

Dimensions: 

Weight: 
Finish: 

Construction: 

Write for illustrated literature: 
RESL0S0UND LIMITED 
24, UPPER BROOK STREET, LONDON. W.I. HYDe Park 2291 
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FREE TRAVEL!! 

FREET^AINFARESjFREEBUSFARESJFREEPETROLJETC. 

Why not come to London, see the sights, do your Christmas shopping, visit relations, and if 
you purchase a tape recorder, value over £30, from us, have all your individual travelling 
expenses in respect of the distance travelled both ways paid at the extremely generous rate of 
3d. per mile! (max. £5). This is no gimmick offer but a genuine endeavour to ensure that before 
you purchase a tape recorder you have the opportunity of seeing and hearing the largest and 
finest selection of tape recorders on display in the U.K. as well as the SPECIAL OFFERS we are 
able to make to personal callers, two of which are detailed below. No matter how near or far 
you live, if it be Bonny Scotland, Midlands, or anywhere else in the British Isles, why not take 
us up on this offer and see London and us at our expense. The Voucher below is valid for 
3 months. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

m 
m 

AKAI M69 

SONY 464 CS AKAI M69 De Luxe 

The latest Sony 4 track Stereo/Mono model. Full Stereo 
record/replay, sound on sound facilities, 2 inbuilt speakers, 
and amplifiers, 2 Magic eyes, etc. Listed 
and sold everywhere at £99. 14. 0. 
Limited number for personal callers 
only. 

, x. iiiuuiil apcdi 

69 
(LESS MICROPHONES) 

This superb two track, two speed (33, 73ips) professional type 
recorder designed for studio use is a mono version of the 
fabulous AKAI M.6 with the same ■■ 
outstanding features and even better 
mono performance. List price £83. 
Very limited number only. (inc. superb dynamic 

MICROPHONE) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

FREE TRAVEL VOUCHER 

NAME. DISTANCE. AMOUNT. 

ADDRESS. 
SIGNED . 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* THIS VOUCHER MUST BE HANDED IN WHEN CLAIMING EXPENSES * 
****************************************************************** 

HOW TO GET TO US 

CITY SHOWROOMS. The most accessible Tape Recorder showrooms in Gt. Britain. Situated 
immediately opposite well known and easy-to-get-to Liverpool St. main line Station (see dia- 
gram). By road, rail, bus or tube simply alight at Liverpool St. Station. On the Central, Metro- 
politan and Circle tube lines. Over 28 bus routes stop outside or near our doors. 
NOTE; CITY SHOP OPEN MON-FRI 9 a.m.-6 p.m. CLOSE SAT. OPEN SUNDAY 9.30 a.m.-2 p.m. 

STRATFORD. Ideally situated for East London, Essex & Herts. Immediately adjacent to Mary- 
land Station on the Liverpool St. line and easily reached by road, rail or bus. Closed half-day 
Thurs. Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 

EAST HAM. Within easy reach of 
Dagenham, Romford, Barking and 
close to Woolwich Ferry or Blackwall 
Tunnel for easy access for all of Kent. 

Situated immediately opposite East Ham Station. Closed 
half-day Thurs. Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 

CITY & ESSEX 

TAPE 

RECORDER CENTRES 

BISHOPSOAIE 
INSnruTE 

KEV CITY SHOP 
DIRTY 
DICKS 

LIVERPCOL TION 

118 BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.I BIS 2609 
2 MARYLAND POINT STATION, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.I5 MAR 5879 
205 HIGH STREET NORTH, EAST HAM, LONDON. E.6. GRA 6543 
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(DIP 

a'lH Mrm&m 

•BrenellSTB/l Stereo... £120 
•BrenellMk.V.ModelM 88 gns- 
*Brenell Mk. V. Series 2 69 gns. 
Cossor4Tr. l604 2Sp ... 39 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. 1605 ... 62 gns. 
Cossor4Tr. 1603 ... 28 gns. 
Elizabethan Popular ... 22 gns. 
Elizabethan LZ. 30 ... 32 gns. 
Elizabethan LZ.29 ... 36 gns. 
Ferguson 3200 ... ... 26 gns. 
Ferguson 3202 2Sp 4 Tr. 33 gns. 
*Ferrograph Series V ... 85 gns. 
•Ferrograph 422 or 424 110 gns. 
FidelityPlaymastcr2Tr. 20 gns. 
Grundig TKI4  35 gns. 
GrundigTKIS Magic Ear 39 gns. 
Grundig TK23   45 gns. 
Grundig TK40   75 gns. 
Grundig TK4I  75 gns. 
*GrundigTK46 Stereo... 99 gns. 
Loewe Opta403 2Sp ... 45 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. "Starmaker" 27 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 354l/H ... 42 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3549 ... 62 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3534 92 gns. 
*Reflectograph 'A' i Tr. 105 gns. 
Robuk   36 gns. 
•Simon SP5   93 gns. 
Sony Stereo 464 ... 75 gns. 
Sony ^ and | Track 521... 89 gns. 
Stella 4 Tr. 454 ... ... 38 gns. 
Stella 4 Tr. 459   62 gns. Stella 458 2Sp 4 Tr. ... 39 gns. 
•Tandberg Series 6 ... 110 gns. 
•Tandberg Series 7 ... 93 gns. 
•Telefunken 85 de-luxe 83 gns. 
•Telefunken 95   59 gns. 
•Telefunken 96 4 Tr. ... 69 gns. 

•Telefunken97Stereo... 95 gns. 
•Telefunken98Stereo... 95 gns. 
TruvoxSeries60,|&iTr. 39 gns. 
Truvox Scries80/2 Tr,... 55 gns. 
Truvox Series 80/4 Tr,... 59 gns. 
•Vortexion WVA ... £93.13.0 
•Vortcxion WVB ... £110.3.0 
•Vortexion C Stereo ... £148.10.0 
•Vortexion CBL ... £160 
Wyndsor Trident ... 33 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
Philips Portable 
•Butoba   
Clarion Phonotrix 
•Fi-Cord 202 ... 
Stella   
Stuzzi Memo-Cord 

24 gns. 
66 gns. 
19 gns. 
66 gns. 
25 gns. 
25 gns. 

Loewe Opta 414 Bt./Mns. 47 gns. 
Uher 4000 s   93 gns. Cossor   25 gns. 

'Microphone extra 
TRUVOX NEW 90 SERIES 

•R.92 2 Tr. Recorder ... 69 gns. 
•RD.94 4Tr. Recorder ... 69 gns. 
•PD.93 2Tr. Deck ... 59 gns. 
•PD.95 4Tr. Deck ... 59 gns. 
"PD.97 2Tr. Stereo Deck 79 gns. 
•PD.99 4Tr. Stereo Deck 79 gns. 
Also Decks by Brenell and Wright and Woaire 

MAINS POWER PACKS 
Philips.Cossor, Stella... £5.0.0 Grundig  8 gns. 
Butoba  II gns. 
Fi-Cord  £7.10.0 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE and HI-FI 
. . . and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 

•fc Minimum Deposit 
•ft No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 
•ft Free Service during Guarantee Period 
Prices subject to alteration as announced 

by manufacturers 
• MICROPHONES, MIXERS etc. 
Grampian Reflector ... £6.0.0 
Grampian Ribbon ... £11.10.0 
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic £8.0.0 
Lustraphone Ribbon ... £7.17.6 
Lustraphone LFV/59 ... £8.18.6 
Simon'Cadenza'Ribbon £10.10.0 Reslo Dynamic Cardioid £10.15.6 
Rcslo Ribbon   £10.2.0 
Reslo Pencil Ribbon ... £8.0.0 A.K.G. D.I9c. Mic. ... £17.10.0 
A.K.G. Stereo D.77a Low Z £15.10.0 
A.K.G. K.50 Headphones £7.10.0 
Grundig Stereo Mixer 18 gns. 
TSL 3 Channel Mixer £2.7.6 
Microphones by ACOS, and 
TELEFUNKEN All Walgain 
Products. Brenell and Philips 

• TAPES & ACCESSORIES 
Standard, Double Play, Long Play and 
Triple Play in all sizes by all leading 

makers. 
• Defluxers by Walgain, Wearite. 
• Pre-recorded Tapes by Columbia. 

H.M.V., Saga. Music on Tape, etc. 
Bib, Bond and E.M.I splicers. 
Matching transformers. Plugs, 

sockets, etc. 

 HI-FI Dept.  
• STEREO AND MONO 

AMPLIFIERS 
Quad Scott Chapman 
Tripletone Aveley Leak 
Rogers Armstrong B. & O. 
H.M.V. Pye Eagle 

• TUNERS by 
Quad Rogers B. & O. Chapman 
Leak Armstrong Pye H.M.V. 
Tripletone Aveley • LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad Pye Philips W.B. 
Colrad Wharfedale Goodmans 
Tannoy Leak Lockwood Lowther Kef Rogers Mordaunt 

• MOTORS, PICKUPS, 
Garrard Tannoy 
Goldring-Lenco Connoisseur Shure Decca Stereo 
A.D.C. Decca'Deram' 
Philips Acos Ronette B. & O. 
E.M.I. SME Mk. II Ortofon 
Thorens Pickering Eagle BSR 

All types of Diamond and Sapphire 
sty 11, stereo and mono. Microlifts, 
Carrard, Coldring, Acos Pressure 
Gauges; Disc Preener, Acos Dust Bag 
• CABINETS Record Housing 

and GKD 
Hleate note our only address as below 

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON,S.W.I6 

STReatham 046610192 Between St. Leonard's Church 
and Streatham Station 

O/UKStfiona ANEW RANGE OF TUNERS by... 

224 FM TUNER 
Self powered with full provision, including space on the chassis, for simply 
plugging in an Armstrong Stereo Multiplex Decoder when regular stereo 
transmissions begin. Featuring precision tuning meter, dual audio outputs 
with pre-set gain control on each, and exceptional sensitivity. The styling Is 
similar to the 223 Tuner as illustrated. 

Price: £22.10.0 
SPECIFICATION—Coverage: 87-108 M/c«. 

Sensitivity: 1.5 llV for 20 db quieting. 
Output: 0-2 volts variable to match any amplifier or tape recorder. 
Stages: R.F. Stage, Two IF Amplifiers, Limiter Stage and Foster 

Seeley Discriminator. 

223 AM-FM TUNER (illustrated) 
Identical in performance to the 224 above but with the addition of the Medium 
waveband. 

Price; £28.15.0 
SPECIFICATION—FM Band—as the 224 above. 

AM Band— 
Coverage: 180-600 metres. 
Sensitivity: 5 JlV for 20 db quieting. 
Automatic 
Variable selectivity: 2 to 8 K/cs depending on signal strength. 
Filter: Built in Heterodyne rejection filter. 

r 
The new 224 FM Tuner and 223 AM-FM Tuner arc 
designed to provide outstanding facilities and per- 
formance with any tape recorder or amplifier. 

851 

QiQi 

Optional cases of teak and vinyl-hide arc available for ail 
models. 

222 STEREO-AMPLIFIER—a new Integrated Stereo Amplifier matched in styling and 
performance to the NEW Armstrong Tuners. Price: £27.10.0 

Full descriptive literature available from Dept. No. T.J.T. 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO LTD. Warlters Road, London, N.7. Telephone: NORth 3213 
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TWO FOR TAPE 

FROM 

WHARFEDALE 

MODEL W2 BOOKSHELF 2 

A really compact 
loudspeaker system 
giving full range 
performance on mono 
and stereo. 
Size: 23^ x 14 x 12 
Weight: 37 lb. complete 
Frequency Range: 

30-17,000 c/s. 
Max. Power: 15 watts 
Impedance: 15 ohms. 

£27.10.0 in whitewood. 
£29.10.0 fully finished with 
a choice of oak, walnut, 
or mahogany veneers. 

As the waveform shows 
the enclosure gives distor- 
tion free performance 
down to 30 c/s with 4 watts 
input. 

FREE LEAFLET 
ON CABINET MODELS 
ON REQUEST 

Where space is limited or 
where mobile external 
speakers are required for 
use with a mono or stereo 
Tape Recorder or Record 
Player, the " Bookshelf 2" 
gives remarkable 
performance judged on a 
size/price/mobility basis. 
Units: specially designed 
Size: 19 x 11 x 6i deep. 
Impedance: 8—16 ohms. 
Weight: 18 lb. 

10 in. and 5 in. Speakers are fitted with Wharfedale Silver Magnets 
12,500 lines flux density. Polished Walnut, Oak or Mahogany 
Veneers. £16.10.0. 
Unpolished £15.15.0. 
The clean low-frequency performance is clearly illustrated by the 
wave form oscillograms taken with an input power of three watts. 

50 c/s. 60 c/s. 
Load Matching: When used with a set or tape recorder with small 
output at 2/3 ohms a WMT 1 transformer is worth fitting for 
optimum results. 

FOR THE DO-IT-YOURSELF TAPE MAN 

Two loudspeakers from the Wharfedale Super Range which will give excellent results on mono or stereo. 

m 

Total flux 60,000 maxwells 

SUPER 8/RS/DD 
Impedance 10/15 ohms. 
Ceramic Magnet 
Flux density 14,500 oersteds. 
Aluminium Voice Coil 
Max. input 6 watts rms or 12 watts peak. 
Frequency range 40-20,000 c/s Bass resonance 50/60 c/s. 
Price: 134/2 inc. P.T. 

SUPER lO/RS/DD 
Impedance 10/15 ohms. Flux density 16,000 oersteds 
Max. input 10 watts rms or 20 watts peak. 
Frequency range 30-20,000 c/s. 
Aluminium voice coil. Roll surround and double diaphragm. (DLE 
Base resonance 38/43 c/s. 
Price: 218/8 inc. P.T. 
Cabinet construction sheets available free on request. 

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS LTD 
BRADFORD • YORKSHIRE 

Telephone: Idle I23S/6 
Telegrams: 'Wharfdel' Idle Bradford 
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EMITAPE 

COATING ROOM 
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The coating rooms 

at Emitape-strictly 

taboo for dirt, dust 

and photographers! 

We wanted to show you a picture of the clinically 
clean conditions under which Emitape is made. But we 
couldn't get a photographer anywhere near the tape. 
'Operators Only' is the rule in Emitape's coating rooms. 

why the veto? Unless your tape is free of foreign 
particles it won't travel smoothly over the recording 
head of your tape recorder-and sound quality suffers. 
Eventually the recording head itself will show signs of 
premature wear. That's why Emitape are so careful 
about cleanliness. 

EVEN THE FILTERED AIR IS FILTERED. The coating rooms 
themselves are pressurised with filtered air, which is 
again filtered before being drawn into the coating 
machines. It's in this rarefied atmosphere that Emitape 
makes its reputation for cleanliness. 

CELLOPHANE WRAP TAKES THE RAP — NOT THE TAPE. And 
it's a reputation that has nothing to fear from travel- 
ling or storage. Each reel of Emitape is cellophane 
wrapped. A centre tear-strip keeps the wrap intact 
until it reaches yoa-factory 
fresh. Always. And sealed 
against dust. That's why 
people who care about per- 
formance and their equip- 
ment use Emitape. Why not 
come clean and join them? 

'facs-fcox-y fx»ess3x.' 

1 

1 

IS i: 

■B 

E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED • HAYES • MIDDLESEX Cellophane wrap keeps dust at bay 
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Post this coupon today for full details 

NAME   

ADDRESS 

To: THE FERROGRAPH COMPANY LTD 
84, BLACKFRIARS ROAD LONDON S.E.I Tel; WATcrloo 1981 

TAPE 
RECORDING 
MAGAZINE 

Vol. 8 No. I January 1964 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Tape trends and tape talk 10 
8/ the Editor 

Dramatape Miscellany II 
By Perspective 

Transistors in tape recording 12 
Harry Mack 

The Radio Ballad 14 
Charles Parker 

Modifications to the Fi-Cord IA 18 
Do-it-yourself feature 

Test Bench 26 
Philips EL3549 and Wyndsor Trident 

Tape Talk 28 
Alan Edward Beeby 

Tape records reviewed 29 
Edward Greenfield 

Popular music on tape 29 
Don Wedge 

New Products 30 

News from the clubs 35 

Tape Exchanges 35 

Advertisement Inquiries Service 37 

COVER PHOTOGRAPH: A truly hi-fi recording with a 
Fi-Cord 202as Hamish Maclnnesinterviews Peter Gentil.a British 
mountain guide, on the summit of the Matterhorn. Mr. Gentil 
led a party collecting film material for B.B.C.-TV. 

" TAPE Recording Magazine " is published on the third Wednesday in the 
month, by Print and Press Services Ltd.. from 7, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

" TAPE Recording Magazine " is available by a postal subscription of 25s. per annum (U.S.A. 83.75) including postage, or it can be obtained at newsagents, 
bookstalls and radio and music dealers. In the event of difficulty, write t« 
the Publishers at 7. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

Back numbers, if still in print, are available at 2s. 6d. per copy for issues up to 
November I9S9, and 2s. per copy for later numbers. 

Address ail communications 
7 TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 FLE 1455 

EDITORIAL ADVERT1SIN 
Editor, Advertisement Manager, 
R. DOUGLAS BROWN MISS PAMELA DURHAM 

Assistant Editor, FRED CHANDLER 
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Tape trends and tape talk 

By the Editor 

IN THE NEW YEAR the BBC Network Three 
programme Sound is to be transmitted twice each 
month; as in the early days of the series, each 
programme will be repealed a fortnight after its 
original transmission, and at a different time. This 
should extend the audience, as the present Sunday 
teatime transmission may not be convenient to every- 
one. 

With this decision, Sound seems to have re- 
established its claims as an important and valuable 
programme for the amateur radio and recording 
enthusiast. I know that it has many listeners over- 
seas, as well as its home audience. In many other 
countries this programme—like much of the BBC 
output—is regarded as a model to be imitated. 

George Angell, the present producer, has some 
ambitious ideas for future programmes and I think 
that Sound is developing an appeal to a much wider 
audience than ever before. 

I was astonished to discover, however, when I 
spoke to John Clarricoats, the secretary of the Radio 
Society of Great Britain, recently, that most of his 
members were unaware of the programme. Clearly 
if it can be publicised more vigorously there is a 
bigger audience waiting. 

Recently I made acquaintance for the first lime 
with a BBC Overseas programme called Short-Wave 
Listeners' Corner. This is another programme which 
caters for the amateur enthusiast and it has listeners 
throughout the world. I was delighted to report to 
them on the recent International Recording Contest. 

LAUGH WITH JEEVES 

ad C- 

t ' 

iVUl 

£-2 

I -V • 

0\3\,, ^ 

52 

" I said that Td let you record the bull, but I didn't 
say that he would." 

Tape and the Law 
MR. GERALD GARDINER, Q.C., has raised an 

interesting point with his suggestion that statements 
mads to the police by persons arrested should be 
tape-recorded. Readers may have seen the report 
in the Observer in which I gave my view that this is 
technically possible now and heard the discussion 
which I had subsequently with a lawyer in a BBC 
current affairs programme. 

Much of the disquiet which appears to have 
developed recently about police methods might be 
dispersed if tape were used in this way. 

The only difficulty, of course, is to get a tape which 
cannot be interfered with in any way. 

The tape cassettes which are already in use in this 
country for broadcasting " canned music" in 
factories, using the continuous loop principle, appear 
to meet the need. 

The type of cassette used is sealed and tape move- 
ment is in one direction only—the tape cannot be 
reversed. After ninety minutes of playback the loop 
is completed and the programme is repeated. 

It would clearly be possible to adapt this arrange- 
ment to give ninety minutes of recording time. Once 
the tape had passed the recording head it would be 
impossible to draw it back or to erase it or to 
remove it from the cassette without damaging it. 

With the existing type of continuous loop, it would, 
of course, be possible to tamper with the tape on a 
subsequent run-through, but it would seem a simple 
matter to break the loop so that when the available 
length of tape has been recorded the machine would 
cease to function. 

In this way, statements could be taken from 
prisoners and not only their words but the questions 
put to them and the tone of voice of the questions 
and answers would be preserved for subsequent 
examination. 

Tape may be at the point of breakthrough on 
another, important, front. 

Stereo and the BBC 
WHAT OF STEREO broadcasting? 
There is still no firm news that the BBC will 

inaugurate regular stereo programmes in the next 
year or so—European agreement seems to be still 
some way off. 

But I find a general disposition to accept that the 
Zenith Multiplex which is the subject of current BBC 
experiments and which has been officially adopted 
in America is likely to become a world-wide 
Standard. 

If one of the European broadcasting concerns 
decided to break away and go ahead with a stereo 
service using this technique, 1 believe the BBC might 
decide to follow. 

Although, officially, we may yet be several years 
away from regular stereo broadcasts, it would not 
surprise me if they started up at quite short notice. 

10 
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Dramatape 

miscellany 

By PERSPECTIVE 

THIS month an inquiry from D. S. 
Hart, of Blackheath, London, is im- 

portant enough to merit full discussion. 
He recently wrote to ask which branch of 
Dramatape would suit his " lone-wolf " 
temperament. He describes himself as 
" not very good at acting, having weak 
diction," and asks if " there is something 
creative a person can do, on his own, 
with a recorder. After all, a person can 
work alone with a camera." 

This question has a familiar ring. So 
does a shrewd observation I'll quote from 
J. B. Cartmell's Magazine-in-Sound, Concord, 
which circulates from Rochdale: " Un- 
fortunately, we often find people who claim 
tape recording for a hobby but inexplicably 
find very little to record." 

The answer (I suggest) is a medium we'll 
refer to as aural mime. Put simply, this is 
the art of telling stories in sound effects. No 
speech is used whatsoever—except for the 
announcement of the title. All you need is 
a tape recorder and (possibly) a well-stocked 
kitchen. The " ingredients" are simply 
household articles: rice, egg-beaters, corn- 
flakes, etc. 

Mime, of course, is an international art; 
and it's usually presented (on stage) without 
any sound at all. Aural mime is simply a 
form in which the action is invisible. It 
presents a sequence of " audible actions" 
—the kind we make every day around the 
home. Hang a picture on the wall and 
your unseen neighbour can often follow 
every move. The steps are dragged into 
position ... a nail is hammered in . . . 
and so on. There are dozens of similar 
audible actions: chopping wood, scrambling 
eggs, scrubbing floors, peeling potatoes. Try 
recording, them for practice—you'll learn a 
lot about sound-effects this way. 

These audible actions only become mime 
when you use them to depict character and 
situation. Hanging that picture, for 
example. An etficient young housewife 
will sound completely different from a crusty 
old bachelor. You can bring both these 
characters to life by operating suitable 
effects in a suitable manner. The housewife 

will mount the steps confidently; she will tap 
at the nail delicately but smartly; then she 
will dismount, neatly. But the old bachelor 
will clamber up slowly ... he will drop 
the nail (" ting! ") and clamber down. 
Possibly the nail will roll under the piano 
... so he lugs the piano aside. A vase of 
flowers topples and hits the keys with a 
crash . . . dripping water is heard; he gets 
a bucket and mops up. Eventually, he re- 
mounts the steps and bangs away with the 
hammer. The wall disintegrates; he is com- 
pelled to descend and mix some fresh 
plaster . . . and so on. 

You can actually produce half-a-dozen 
versions of these simple incidents—accord- 
ing to the type of character you portray. 
You are, of course, "acting" through 
sound effects. It's no good mixing ingredi- 
ents together and " hoping for the best." 
The acoustic and perspective elements of 
drama-in-sound must still apply. 

You can often enact the literal movements 
of the characters—although this tends to 
lessen your control over extraneous noise. 
Obviously a hammer-and-nail can be the 
real thing; but sawing down a tree or blow- 
ing up a bridge are best performed on the 
effects-bench. But don't think each sound 
must necessarily be the actuality-sound. 
You'll often need to stylise them. The ling 
of that falling nail is an example where 
exaggeration is called for. Remember the 

need for sub-audition, however—the art of 
leaving certain sounds to the listener's 
imagination. Never try to include every 
sound; all you need is a strictly selective 
sequence. 

Invisible mime is a strange dimension at 
first; but you'll soon progress to complete 
sketches if you practise simple exercises. 
A typical sketch is published on this page. 

Although the emphasis is usually on 
comedy, there's no reason why you shouldn't 
develop more serious (even poetic) narra- 
tives. Direct speech should be excluded 
from the convention, but the distant mur- 
mur of crowds, talking birds, audio- 
apparatus, etc., can obviously be classified as 
legitimate effects. 

The title is very important—it's there to 
influence the listener's association of ideas. 
Choose it carefully. ("The Apprentice 
Fireman," " Smash and Grab," " The Last 
Bottle of the Vintage," " It was Only His 
Income-Tax Demand," are typical titles we 
hope to include in the series.) 

A final tip: make your mimes at leisure. 
Let the tape run while you prepare the 
manipulations. A knight-in-armour falls 
down a spiral staircase ... all right. You 
can't dash down a passage (beating a bucket 
with a stick) and attend to the recorder! 
But you can always edit-out the intervening 
surplus—and splice your tape into a close- 
knit sequence. 

Two-minute tape sketch by David Haines 

'THIS month's sketch is a simple example of "aural mime." Note that it's written in a 
subjective form known as a treatment. Your job is to examine this treatment and list 

all the sounds in consecutive order—with notes on how you'll tackle them. And that's your 
recording-script. It's possible to work straight from the treatment, but a script is more 
systematic. 

Announce the title twice—first, in a normal tone; then again with a deliberate 
enunciation. 
PRODUCTION NOTES: 

1. Note the perspective construction, i.e. the microphone is supposedly set up by an 
imaginary bed. All movement is in relation to this position. 

2. The cockerel can be made to " keel over " by deliberately slowing a disc of the effect. 
Alternatively, the same impression can be achieved vocally. 

(( DAWN ON THE FARM 
We hear a distant cock crowing. It crows 

again, louder. And again, louder still. 
We hear someone getting heavily out of a 

nearby bed. Feet are shoved loosely into 
boots. The cockerel crows again. Footsteps 
clump across a wooden floor to the window; 
the window is slid shut. The cockerel crows 
again—but distantly and muffled. The foot- 
steps clump back to the bed. Boots are 
kicked off. We hear the creak of springs 
as the bed is re-entered. Silence. . .. 

The muted cockerel crows again. The 
bedclothes rustle defensively, as of someone 
snuggling deeper. The cockerel crows again, 
slightly louder. Then again, louder still. 

After a moment's silence, it crows yet again 
—clear and strident 

The bedclothes are thrown back. Feet are 
shoved into boots. Footsteps clump to the 
door. A latch is raised and the footsteps 
depart down wooden stairs. The cockerel 
crows again. We hear a distant door open. 
The cockerel crows once more. . . . But this 
time there is a gunshot—and the cockerel 
is checked in mid-crow. 

The downstairs door is then shut. Foot- 
steps clump steadily up the stairs, re- 
approaching us. The bedroom door is then 
shut. The footsteps clump across to the 
bed. Boots are kicked off. The bed is re- 
entered with a creak of springs. Silence.. . . 

CITY & ESSEX 
BRITAIN'S FINEST 

TAPE RECORDER REPAIR SPECIALISTS 

RECORDER CENTRES 228 BISHOPSCATE, EC2 ■ 2 MARYLAND STATION, STRATFORD, EI5 ■ 20S HIGH ST. NORTH, EAST HAM, E6 
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TRANSISTORS 

IN TAPE 

RECORDING 

THE HISTORY AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF 

TRANSISTORS WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON 

AUDIO TRANSISTORS. FIRST PART OF A 

SPECIAL FEATURE BY HARRY MACK. 

THE transistor has been with us for 
fifteen years. In that time, it has 

revolutionised the electronics industry. 
Its smallness and low-power demands 
have made possible the development of 
truly portable equipment. Not only has 
it invaded our beaches in the form of 
the " personal" radio set; at the last 
Radio Show there was at least one fully 
transistorised television receiver in view, 
and the audio field is gradually succumb- 
ing to the special advantages claimed for 
semi-conductors. 

Tape recorders have always rejoiced 
in their special virtue of portability— 
even though many so-called portable 
models need a strong-arm approach. 

Yet there has not been a startling take- 
over from valve techniques, and it is 
only now that a number of " domestic " 
models are reaching the market with 
mains-operated, transistorised circuits 
and the high class performance the 
enthusiast has come to expect. 

Part of the reason for this slow develop- 
ment was undoubtedly the paradox of the 
transistor's rapid progress. Designers are 
understandably reluctant to commit them- 
selves to quantity production that may be 
out of date before the ink on the drawings 
is dry. But the situation at present is that 
transistor circuit design has become more 
settled. We shall see a wider use of tran- 
sistors as the production programmes enable 
their prices to come down, and as designers 
of the associated components and circuits 
pass on the benefits of their research. It is 
up to us, therefore, to get a little more 

closely acquainted with the transistor, and 
some of its circuits. 
« SOLID-STATE " ELECTRONICS 

The transistor is a semi-conductor. In 
some respects it may be regarded as a 
development of the crystal detector used in 
the early days of radio, and now, in slightly 
different form, the semi-conductor diode. As 
the name implies, a semi-conductor has the 
peculiar electrical property that it is neither 
a resistance nor an insulator to the flow of 
current. Its characteristic is that it offers a 
high resistance to the flow in one direction 
and allows a greater current flow in 
the opposing direction by offering a 
different resistance. The semi-conductor 
diode D in Fig. 1(a) is used to rectify a 
small a.c., applied from the secondary 
winding of the transformer T. Rectify- 
ing action takes place at every half-cycle, 
when the voltage applied to the anode end of 
the rectifier is positive. Current flows freely. 

OF major importance in the production of transistors is the metal 
Germanium. Deriving from such widely differing sources as 

Katangan copper ore and the flue dust from Northumbrian coal, 
the raw material comes to the factory in the form of germanium 
oxide, a white powder. The germanium in a transistor lakes the 
form of a minute wafer, maybe only H mm in diameter, and the 
two most important things about this wafer are its purity and thick- 
ness. Traces of impurity have a considerable effect on the con- 
ductive properties of the germanium and they must be carefully 
controlled by various refining processes. The thickness of the wafer 
determines the type of transistor in which it is to be used and it 
undergoes several accurate cutting, grinding and etching processes 
before it is graded according to thickness. 

The pictures on these pages were taken at the Milliard factory 

and show some of the complex chemical and physical operations 
required before a germanium wafer is ready for use. 

The germanium dioxide powder is reduced to germanium by 
heating in an atmosphere of hydrogen gas. Our first photograph 
shows a tray of germanium powder removed from the reducing 
furnace. Subsequently it is fused into a bar, and it is then ready 
for a purification process known as zone refining. The next photo- 
graph is a general view of the zone refining and levelling sections. 
The zone refining process purifies the germanium to 99,999,999,99 
per cent pure, a higher degree of purity than for any other manu- 
factured article. The levelling process entails " doping " the ger- 
manium with a measured quantity of antimony, to give it the 
correct conduction properties, and at the same rime recrystallising 
the bar to give it consistent electrical properties. 
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and the condenser C charges up. During 
the negative-going swing of the applied volt- 
age, the diode acts as a high resistance, 
opposes the current flow, and C tends to 
discharge through its load R. The values 
of these components may be chosen to give 
a controlled rale of discharge, so that the 
positive-going swing of the next half-cycle 
recharges C before loo much of the charge 
is lost. We say that C charges up to a cer- 
tain proportion of " peak voltage." Thus, 
from the alternating input of T we obtain 
a unidirectional voltage across R, its value 
fluctuating slightly about the mean rectified 
voltage as shown in Fig. 1(b). 

All this is old hat. The properties of 
semi-conductors were familiar to the early 
Victorian scientists, long before the many 
practical applications of their use became 
possible. Indeed, it is said that the rectify- 
ing action of certain solid substances was 
discovered in 1835, although it was not until 
the early 1870's that science sat up and took 
notice. 

In 1873, Willoughby Smith, testing under- 
water telegraph cables, found that selenium 
varied in resistance according to the amount 
of light shining upon it. A year later, F. 
Braun did some experiments with semi- 
conductor rectification and in 1876 the 
efficient rectifying property of selenium was 
established. 

For some years this, and other properties 

of similar materials, interested the scientists, 
but the next significant date is 1904, when 
Fleming produced the thermionic valve 
diode, as a detector, and J. C. Bose simul- 
taneously patented a crystal diode for the 
same purpose. 

We all know the immense popularity of 
the crystal diode detector in radio's early 
days. Images of Grandad hunched over 
the " cat's-whisker," a tangle of wires and 
earphones, provides us with some amuse- 
ment. But the silicon diode used in those 
days, as invented by Pickard in 1906, and 
improved and patented by him three years 
later, was a direct forerunner of modern 
devices. Silicon and germanium have been, 
for many years, the principal materials used 
in the construction of semi-conductors. 

World War II brought rapid develop- 
ments, and in 1941 the junction diode was 
born. (Previous types were known as 
" point-contact.") Immediately after the 
war, intense research activity was brought 
to bear on the subject of germanium junc- 
tions, particularly by the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, in the USA. 

It was found that when a current was 
passed through a piece of germanium via 
a pair of contacts on one surface, the flow 
through one contact affected that through 
the other. This is in some ways analogous 
to the effect of valve currents, when a 
change in grid conditions causes a change in 
anode conditions. In 1947, Bardeen and 
Brattain demonstrated a new device, a 
crystal amplifier. 

This first transistor—the name derives 
from a combination of the two words trans- 
former and resistor—was of the point con- 
tact design, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The block 
B is a wafer of N-type germanium, to which 
the two thin contacts are applied. The 
whole thing is rather like a pair of diodes 
with the single wafer of germanium in com- 
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mon—with the important difference that 
correct choice of operating potentials can 
produce a controlled amplification. 

N-type material has been mentioned. 
Without going too deeply into atomic 
theory, we may consider this a material 
with negative carrier current and its part- 
ner, P-type, with positive carrier current. 
The formation of P and N semi-conductors 
requires considerable explanation which 
would not advance our main theme. It is 
sufficient to describe the formation of what 
is perhaps the most widely used type in 
transistors used for tape recording—the 
p-n-p. Fig. 2(b) shows the physical arrange- 
ment. 

{Continued on page 23) 

Next is a close-up on a zone refining unit. The radio frequency 
healing coils produce zones of molten germanium and as the bar 
is drawn slowly through the coils these molten zones travel the 
length of the bar, "sweeping" the impurities to one end. This 
end portion is then cut off. Zone refining is followed by levelling, 
whereby a previously refined " seed " crystal of germanium is placed 
at one end of the bar and small pellets of antimony are inserted 
between the two. The antimony is then evenly distributed through- 
out the bar by a process similar to zone refining, hut using only 
one molten zone. 

The refined and levelled bar is cut into thin slices by a highly 
accurate machine something like a miniature bacon slicer. This 
machine has cutting wheels of diamond and the bar is positioned by 
means of x-rays. After this the slices are lapped (photograph four]. 

a form of accurate grinding whereby any crystals damaged by the 
cutters are removed from the faces of the slice. 

After lapping, the resistivity of each slice is measured to deter- 
mine the type of transistor for which it will be suitable. After 
resistivity testing (photograph five), the large slices are cut into 
square or round wafers, by diamond cutters or ultrasonic drills. 
These wafers may he only Ij- mm across, and are worth more than 
their weight in gold. 

The final photograph shows the counting and sorting of the tiny 
wafers of germanium which form the base of the transistor. The 
girls who do this exacting task are highly trained and can tell at a 
glance, by eyesight alone and without the help of any mechanical 
aids, whether a wafer is at all " off square " or has been damaged 
in any way during its processing. 
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The radio 

ballad 

ON July 2, 1958 the BBC Home Ser- 
vice broadcast " The Ballad of John 

Axon." This was the first essay, by 
Ewan MacColl, Peggy Seeger and I, in 
the form which has since become known 
as the radio ballad and which, from this 
first story of a railwayman, has been 
extended to civil engineering workers, 
herring fishermen, coal miners, polio 
sufferers, teenagers, boxers, and cur- 
rently, gypsies and linkers. 

It is a form which consists essentially 
of field tape recordings, nearly always in 
the vernacular; songs written in or de- 
rived from the traditional modes organ- 
ically related to the field recordings; and 
orchestration similarly dictated by the 
material and its acoustic environment 
(i.e. " sound effects ") and ranging from 
the most ustere and " ethnic," for 
example the Uilean pipes, to out and out 
jazz instrumentation. 

John Axon was an engine driver who was 
killed in a runaway goods train crash in the 
Peak district in 1957, and posthumously 
awarded the George Cross for his gallantry, 
and in "The Ballad of John Axon," we 
tried in telling of him to tell of the whole 
way of life of the railwayman. The 
response to the programme was staggering. 
It was immediately apparent that here was 
a form which could achieve something of 
a breakthrough in popular art; for by 
speaking in the unquestionable accents of 
everyday experience, we were able to evoke 
that thrill of recognition by which a listener 
was able to identify himself with the action; 
at the same time the musical setting gave 
overt dramatic or lyrical significance to that 
everyday experience, and in musical accents 
entirely appropriate to the speech, and able 
to awaken echoes of traditional popular 
modes—folk echoes if you like—in the 
listener. The effect was to infuse ordinary 
life with the sense of an ultimate reality, 
and judging by the response, this, despite 
Denmark Street and all their works, was 
what people wanted! 

One of the most significant features of the 
radio ballad is that it dispenses entirely with 
scripted narration or dramatisation, relying 
entirely upon the field recordings and the 
song lyrics deriving from them to carry the 
story. For this first programme we recorded 
in engine sheds and back kitchens and pubs 
and canteens, on the footplate and on the 
permanent way, talking with friends and 
neighbours and workmates, and with his 
widow, about John Axon himself, but even 
more about the railwayman as such and the 
customs, mores, social habits of his society. 
We began these field recordings as a con- 
venient means of acquiring authentic back- 
ground information on which to base a 
script; but almost immediately the calibre 
of the speech which we began to capture on 
the tape recorder forced us to reassess their 
function, and acknowledge that these field 
recordings cried out to be used as a direct 
element in the work. Within a few minutes 
of our first visit, an old steam engine driver 
was saying with tremendous passion: — 

The old railwayman—it was a tradition, 
it was part of your life, it went through 
. . . railways went through the back of 
your spine like Blackpool went through 
rock. 
And another driver, a little later on:— 

What a feeling you have when you get 
off the shed. You've got the engine. 

you've got control of it, and what a feel- 
ing! I'm Cock of the Bank, there's no- 
body can lake a rise out of me now. 
She's mine! Come on me owd beauty— 
and off we go. 
It was this, deceptively simple, expression 

of authentic and deeply felt experience 
which MacColl had to try and match . . . 

John Axon was a railwayman 
To steam trains born and bred 
He wa.v an engine driver 
AI Edgeley Loco shed 
For forty years he followed 
And served the iron way, 
He lost his life upon the track 
One February day . . . 

The printed page is a dangerously inade- 
quate means of conveying that which is, of 
its essence, oral, but the above can perhaps 
give something of the flavour of the original 
and enable me to proceed to my argument. 
I contend that the radio ballad is, poten- 
tially at least, a new art form; that as such 
it has implications for an emergent popular 
art extending far beyond the confines of 
radio; and that its affinities with social 
science (i.e., as an ordering of directly re- 
corded social experience) are not fortuitous 
but fundamental to its nature as an art form. 

Not just 

a documentary 

At first sight, the radio ballads might 
seem to fall simply into the category of docu- 
mentary—documentary with musical illus- 
tration perhaps—but certainly not into any 
existing category of art. Art, we feel, must 
imply an act of individual creation so that 
the use of field recordings, by precluding the 
radio ballads from the possibility of being 
attributed to any individual genius, means 
that they cannot be accepted as art. If, in 
other words, you tie yourself as remorseless- 
ly as we do, to the tangible evidence (i.e.. on 
tape) of what people actually say about 
their actual experience, then you deny your- 
self the opportunity of honest creative work, 
and limit yourself to the role of being a 
more of less talented representer of second- 
hand information. 

By CHARLES PARKER 

But mark what underlies this line of 
reasoning. First, that to give an artist the 
technical means of making a direct use of 
immediately perceived actuality, is to 
diminish, if not totally destroy, his creative 
powers. Which is surely like saying that 
once man was able technically to add 
colour to line and no longer have to suggest 
colour by line (or vice versa, 1 am no art 
historian!) his powers were by so much 
diminished, since he was thereby forced to 
present colour direct instead of by sugges- 
tion! Or that there can be no art of the 
cinema, for instance, since the artist is, in 
film, condemned to mere photographic 
representationalism. 

But perhaps more crippling for the artist 
is the second presumption which seems to 
me to underly our accepted ideas of Art: 
namely that the artist's preoccupations must 
properly be with the personal act of creation 
as an end in itself, and that his terms of 
reference for this act must not extend be- 
yond his own imagination. This is to deny 
utterly any suggestion that the artist has a 
responsibility to discover, order, and give 
purposive expression to, the existing, every- 
day reality around him. and is tantamount 
(and in the space age at that!) to demanding 
that a fully equipped and qualified astrono- 
mer limit his field of activity to what the 
stars foretell. 

Now in this first matter—of the artist's 
tools—I cannot sec that a tape recorder is 
fundamentally any less respectable a tool 
than, say, a novelist's notebook; indeed in 
capturing, not only the thing said but the 
way in which it was said, it is that much 
more comprehensive a record. Further- 
more. the novelist, surely, transfers whole 
passages from his notebook into the final 
work, selected, ordered, placed in a signifi- 
cant context, agreed—but precisely the same 
process must be gone through before field 
recordings can appear in a radio ballad. In 
fact, only the amazing techniques of tape 
editing, with all this implies in the meticu- 
lous ordering and selection of material, 
make such use of field recordings possible. 

The nub of the matter is the nature of 
the material, being as it were one stage 
nearer to the actuality of the subject, i.e., 
the actual voice of the speaker, and there- 
fore something of his presence, captured on 
the tape. This it is which—so it seems— 
discredits the tape recorder as a tool for 
the artist. If he tries to make use of it, 
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then he is accused on the one hand of. at 
best, journalism, at worst, technical mimicry, 
and on the other hand of an overbearing 
presumption in daring to reorder the 
"■ natural " phenomenon of speech in a real 
life situation. That these two attitudes are 
quite irreconcilable doesn't seem to debar 
anybody from holding them simultaneously. 
And there is another fact to be taken into 
account: the devastating calibre of real life 
speech, once we dare to give it controlled 
utterance in works such as the radio ballads, 
and all that this implies in triumphantly re- 
asserting the oral tradition after five cen- 
turies of submergence by the printed word. 

The business of the artist is to understand 
the nature of reality, and to command, in 
his chosen field, the means of sharing that 
understanding with his audience by enjoin- 
ing them momentarily to share his experi- 
ence of reality. Can he, therefore, possibly 
know too much? Or come too close to the 
actuality of his subject? What, for example, 
could now be our position did we possess 
a tape recording of the Sermon On The 
Mount? Of Shakespeare in rehearsal? (Or 
if you like, of the first performance of The 
Magic Flulel) 

The implications may be daunting, but 
no more so, I believe, than those behind the 
social sciences which, as I understand it, 
assert by their very existence that it is no 
longer enough to create brilliant social 
theories on the basis of personal experience 
plus imaginative flair; they must and can 
only be based on an ordering of the maxi- 
mum available evidence. The challenge 
which the developing techniques of social 
science present to the traditional philosopher 
is, I contend, of the same order as that pre- 
sented by the tape recorder—and, of course, 
the camera—to the artist. 

Let me take a sequence from Song Of a 
Road—a radio ballad on the building of 
the Ml. A maintenance fitter, working on 
the heavy, earth-moving equipment, tells 
how he came into public works: 

. . . after the War of course, well I 
didn't want to go back inside again. A 
garage is alright hut it's a rusty old life. 
So I went back to India and worked in 
open cut coal mine, finished the contract 
in India, went to Australia. Spent some 
lime up in the Northern Territories, 
uranium mines, and down on the Snowy 
River . . . and been roving around Austra- 
lia until I came back here. 
(Singer) 

/ am a roving rambler, a filler to m'trade, 
I can fix you anything—a camshaft to a 

spade. 
/ can fix a dodgy gearbox or mend a broken 

tread, 
Decoke a Leyland engine while I'm standing 

on m'head. 
Here MacColl is striving for a song which 

matches the laconic, wry, Newcastle/ 
Australian tones of the fitter, to provide 
the singer in the studio with a form that 
enables him to stand alongside the voice of 
real life, and dare to match in his perfor- 
mance, the experience being related. And 
by so doing, the singer places that experi- 
ence in an overt emotionally-charged con- 
text. to highlight and intensify the emotional 
implications of . . . " a Garage is a rusty 
old life "... and ..." I've been roving 
around Australia." In this way. the recog- 
nisably familiar in the real life speech, 
begins to take on the excitingly unfamiliar 
(but not less true) quality of the epic, and 
it is this interaction between field recorded 
speech and studio performed music which 
provides the essential dynamic of the radio 
ballad form. 

This technique takes a moment of " just 

sits for fifteen minutes" and develops it; 
extends it into a musical performance, sets 
it over against other comparable moments 
to build up a complex pattern of speech, 
music and elfecls to comprehend—in Song 
Of a Road—the experience of working on 
a big civil engineering contract, in a way 
which draws the listener right into that 
experience to share it at first hand. 

Extensive 

editing: 

These field recordings first undergo a 
process of ruthless selection (from 70 to 80 
hours of material we cull—at the most—25 
minutes for direct use) and are then sub- 
jected to extensive and meticulous editing; 
each individual extract must be concise and 
viable, its rhythms subtly amended so that 
it no longer requires its original, conver- 
sational context, but achieves an identity of 
its own. But, essentially, these extracts 
derive from the moments, during the field 
recordings, when the particular speaker, 
under the pressure of the moment, relives 
in his or her own language, some deeply-fell 
experience; is brought, in fact, to the point 
of creation in speech, and by intonation, 
rhythm, imagery or all three together 
achieves a shattering degree of immediate 
communication. 

A herring fisherman, eighty-year-old Sam 
Lamer of Winterton, Norfolk, tells of a 
storm at sea in a sailing lugger— 

We went in this boat, and that came 
on a gale of wind; that came down the 
Saturday night; and that blew for three 
or four days a living gale, and we were 
in these little boats. 
Or again, a Yarmouth fisherman talks of 

hauling the nets— 
There's nothing more sightly I don't 

think, or stately, than a shoal of herring 
a-coming over the side. 
Consider that use of the word " stalely " 

applied by Ernie Bowles of Yarmouth to 
the shimmering silver of herring in the drift 
net. But the coalminer, we found, sur- 
passed the fisherman in richness of imagery 
and power of expression, and some of the 
most remarkable recordings we have ever 
made were from miners for The Big Hewer. 
Here, for instance, is Ben Davies, an 
anthracite miner from Onllwyn, Glamorgan, 
talking of pneumoconiosis— 

The curse of the underground is dust. 
Dust is the giant killer, but it doesn't 
strike all at once, but he likes . . . his 
lime, and he do lakes his lime, and he 
stealthily walks into your human system 
. . . into your lungs. He is the real enemy, 
so minute in its form, and yet so strong 
in its ravaging powers. 
And in a subsequent radio ballad The 

Body Blow which dealt with the experi- 
ences of five people striken with polio, Ewan 
MacColl in what is, for me, one of his finest 
ballads, has a verse on the onslaught of the 
polio virus markedly reminiscent of 
Ben Davies— 
Blow by blow his cruel foe does strike with 

grim intent 
Until the body is laid low, all strength and 

courage spent. 
The citadel is occupied, the road from brain 

to hand 
Is blocked now by the enemy and death is 

in command. 

The Body Blow marked a dramatic depart- 
ure from previous radio ballads, all of which 
had drawn, for the field recordings upon 
rich vernacular areas and traditional ways 
of life, whereas four out of the five polio 
sufferers came from the South East. But 
the flattened, cockney related speech re- 
vealed its own strengths. Norma Smith of 
Southend, for instance, speaking of her first 
intimations of utter physical helplessness; — 

You see, when you're lying down, you 
feel so much like a landed dab ... or 
like a moth on a pin down there, you 
don't feel—equal to anyone you see, 
you're lying so flat . . . terribly laid out! 
On the whole, however, such compelling 

language was the exception, although the 
nature of the subject, and the still sufficient- 
ly graphic terms in which the five talked 
of it, enabled us to experiment with a form 
of speech montage which has since become 
an accepted part of radio ballad technique. 
And 1 am convinced that a work like The 
Body Blow could be of immense value lo 
hospitals as an aid in training, giving the 
nurse an entry into the real feelings and 
human qualities of her patients in a way 
which, I believe, nothing else can. 

It is significant, for instance, that three of 
the five patients who figured in The Body 
Blow had also figured in a documentary 
film on polio Four People. The film, how- 
ever, never used their own voices, but 
dubbed in scripted actors voices, and the 
contrast between the respective identities 
and attitudes of those three people as pre- 
sented in the film, and as heard in the radio 
ballad, is quite startling. 

This operates not only at the level of 
personalities but also, for instance, with 
such images as that of the iron lung, visu- 
ally frightening in the film, spoken of by 
the actual polio patient as: — 

. . . like a long, iced drink on a hot 
Summer's day—you were able to breathe. 
The next subject we tackled was adoles- 

cence, and here we found, with 1 imagine 
everyone who has ever sal and listened to 
teenagers talking freely about and among 
themselves, that their devastating frankness 
and manifest hunger for understanding, 
make it a chastening and heartening experi- 
ence for an adult, just to make the field 
recordings. Consider, for instance, this 
Scots girl on religion. 

I think I could believe in angels more 
than I could ever believe in God, because 
angels seem lo me more like heaven. You 
know, little children that die become 
angels and cherubs and things. They 
float around an it's all very nice, but / 
never quite got used to the idea of some 
one that had been there from the very 
beginning just silting there, waiting for 
everyone else lo arrive. . . . 
It was in this programme, which we called 

On The Edge, that Ewan MacColl went 
furthest in his insistence that we recognise 
the epic event in the commonplace. He 
made his main theme a Quest ballad, haunt- 
ingly set by Peggy Seeger to the dulcimer, 
and grounded in the folk-lore of the eternal 
search for some passionately longed for 
touchstone of truth, for the Holy Grail, for 
the Philosopher's Stone, for Eldorado . . . 
but applied to the searchings for these ado- 
lescents . . . 
The tale of the children of a troubled world 
The tale of the search and the long journey. 
Leaving the safe and guarded fortress 
The searchers walk in the trackless places 
From the world behind the wall. 

{Continued on page 23) 
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3 PORTABLE ALL-TRANSISTOR TAPE RECORDERS 

Type 203 in a modern vacuum formed plastic carrying case. 
Price 34 gns. complete. 

Type Rl I9K ina fashionable leatherette-covered wooden case. 
Price 33 gns. complete. 

1. Excellent reproduction, especially through an external speaker. 
2. No pressure pad on record head, " Contour method used." 
3. Separate erase and record heads by " Bogen " combined with 

a push pull osc. giving an excellent frequency response and sig/noise 
ratio. 

4. Special orders for facilities not fitted as standard, can be quoted 
for and carried out. amongst these facilities, are:— mixing, straight 
through amplifier, superimposing etc. 

5. SPARES AND SERVICE GUARANTEED. 
6. Wide range of accessories. 
Both machines are supplied complete with 600 ft. tape, empty 

spool, radio lead, battery, instruction book, circuit diagram and 
dual mike of 50 K or 200 ohms for use with line transformer. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 
Tape speed 3i i.p.s. ■ International double track ■ Frequency 
range 60—7,500 c/s ± 3 dB • Wow and flutter < 0.5% ■ Signal 
to noise > 50 dB . Rotary switch for START. STOP, FAST RE- 
WIND, OFF • 3 push buttons for RECORDING, PLAY-BACK, 
QUICK STOP • Tone control. Volume control ■ Pre-set recording 
level and monitoring ■ Recording control by magic line • Connections 
for dynamic microphone, radio, phone, earphone, external loud- 
speaker ■ Recording time 2 x I hour • Spool diameter max. 4i° ■ 
Power supply: Type 203 = 4 dry mono-cell batteries (4 x 1.5V) 
or 6V accumulator which can be recharged by means of the AC 
adapter or car battery (6V or 12V). or AC power adapter • Type 
RII9K — 4 dry mono-cell batteries (4 x 1.5V) or car battery (6V 
and 12V). or AC power adapter - Weight: both types approx. 5 lbs. 
without batteries • Measurements; Type 203 = 10* x 4' x I0J" * 

Enquiries to: C. BRADDOCK LTD., 266 WATERLOO ROAD, 
BLACKPOOL, LANCS. Trade Enquiries Welcome 

TAPE RECORDING YEARBOOK 1964 

The latest edition of the ever-popular TAPE RECORDING YEARBOOK is now on 
the bookstalls, or available direct from the publishers using the form below. 

CONTENTS INCLUDE 

•fa-The only available up-to-date catalogue of every tape recorder on the 
market with full specifications, price, etc. plus photographs. 

★A review of tape developments during the past year 

•faA chapter on the basic facts concerning tape recording 

-^■Technical, creative and organised activity 

•^Glossary of technical terms, " at-a-glance " tabulated catalogues of 
microphones, radio tuners, mixer units and associated equipment 

-^-Manufacturers, dealers and club secretary addresses 

PRICE 7s. 6d. 

prycT NOW tn • TAPE Rccordin8 "Mas"'"-:." 
  ' ivv-rvv . 7. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.      

Please send me copy(ies) of Tape Recording Yearbook 1964 at : 
7s. 6d. a copy(including postage) ($1.25), I enclose remittance herewith. ■ ■ ■ ■ Name  Address  S 
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It's tense in the studio before the tapes begin to roll 

(and Telefunken stands by to capture every sound in thrilling high-fidelity) 

There is a lot of work to be done, and 
after the musicians and artists have left, 

Telefunken's workstill continues. No wonder 
that top studio engineers like Telefunken, 
it's the machine the professionals trust. 
Precision-made, capturing every sound and 
nuance, they are the perfect instruments for 
the job. And you can't achieve that over- 
night. Telefunken made the world's first 

There is a range of 6 models from 43 gns to 55 gns. 
Write for free descriptive brochure and price-list 
to:— 

WELMEC CORPORATION LIMITED 
27 CHANCERY LANE • LONDON VVC2 

Telephone: CHAncery 9944 

tape-recorders, and their long experience is 
built into every machine. Telefunken were 
first, and they still are, manufacturing tapc- 
recorders with studio features for you to 
have at home. 
Telefunken manufacture a wide range of 
tape-recorders and accessories for amateur 
and professional use. 
Call in at your dealer and hear them 

demonstrated. Examine their ease of opera- 
tion. See how easily they will integrate into 
your present sound system. Telefunken will 
amaze you with its sheer breadth of range, 
the fidelity of its reproduction. There is a 
Telefunken tape-recorder for you, equal in 
quality to your favourite music. 

Telefunken has sound quality taped. 

O O 
^TELEFUNKEN I 
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DO-IT-YOURSELF Byc L 
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Modifications to 

the 

Fi-Cord Model 1A 

WHEN 1 first took delivery of my Fi- 
Cord 1 was not unfamiliar with 

the technique of using a battery portable 
recorder. I had designed and built one 
in 1952 and that had been used to make 
eight hours of recording at 7i ips during 
the four weeks sea voyage to Australia. 
With a heavy double-spring motor and 
relatively heavy "A" and " B " batteries, 
this was quite an innovation at that time. 
It weighed about 35 lbs. 

Imagine my delight at the lightness and 
superb portability of the little Fi-Cord. 
So great was my enthusiasm that I was 
soon using it in my profession of adver- 
tising consultant for survey interviews 
and auditioning radio commercials. 

Whilst I was never in any way critical of 
the machine's technical performance I did 
find, as 1 went on to use it more and more, 
that several design features could be 

modified with advantage. I started putting 
these into practical effect with a simple 
control knob change and 1 now find that 
each one has become quite indispensable to 
me and enables concentration of all my 
attention on producing an artistically good 
tape. 

So successful were these modifications 
that, although this model has been super- 
seded. there must be many 1A owners who 
would be interested in similar modifications. 
None really affects the circuitry and most 
can be done by any handiman with little 
more than a vice, file, hand-drill and a few 
small taps and dies. The first thing 1 did 
was to change the control knobs for 
miniature " pointer " knobs. This meant 1 
could feel their exact position without 
having to look down at the panel. This 
saved me many spoiled tapes and lost 
effects. A little work with a file on the 
underside of the volume control knob 
allowed the point to clear the case at the 
extreme edge. 

The " Record/playback " knob needed no 

work on it whatsoever. On more than one 
occasion, in the excitement of the moment. I 
had forgotten to switch on but remembered 
to switch off which resulted in inadvertently 
running the tape through on " play-back " 
thinking it was static. With the pointer 
knob, a touch of the finger becomes auto- 
malic to determine the position of this knob 
before starling a recording. This very 
simple alteration was so successful that it 
led me to think of an external pause control 
which could be operated without opening 
the lid. 

This was a little more involved but proved 
very simple and efficient when worked out. 
It meant that the knurled knob operating 
the pressure-roller arm could be left in the 
" forward " position and a simple " cam " 
device worked by a lever extended to the 
outside of the cabinet would lift the roller 
off the capstan. 

I raked about in the junk box and found 
a piece of soft 16 gauge brass half-inch wide 
by U inches long. 1 also found some brass 
J-inch thick which I cut into a block about 
1-inch by J-inch. 

This was sweated to one end of the strip 
and a hole drilled through the block to take 
a J-inch 4BA bolt—long enough to go 
through the block, strip and the baseboard 
of the Fi-Cord. 

Before drilling the baseboard, it was 
necessary to shape the block into a cam 
and clean up the strip with a file (Fig. 1). 
However, before finishing this right off, the 
pressure-roller arm was carefully removed 
by unscrewing the knurled knob and the 
screw forming the pivot of the arm. This 
arm is of " U" section and gives a con- 
venient overhang on the left-hand side for 
the cam to operate. That flat of this " U " 
section nearest to the baseboard was cut 
back carefully with a file (Fig. lb) to allow 
the cam to work yet. at the same time, clear 
the edge of the take-up spool. Great care 
was taken to prevent any filings getting into 
the pressure-roller bearing. 

I decided that it would be advisable for 
the " run " position of the cam lever to be 
UP when the machine is being carried by 
the shoulder-strap so that, should the lever 
be knocked accidentally, it is more likely 
to release the pressure-roller than otherwise. 
At this point, reference to the diagram will 
probably save many words. 

It had to be borne in mind that, in the 
" pause " position, the cam should hold the 
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Two views of the modifications carried out by the Australian author. 
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4BA 
CIEARANCE © CJ 

CT. SHAPE 
OPTIONAL 

Fig. I. The external pause control arrangement (see also Fig. 2) 

pressure-roller just off the capstan. In the 
" forward " position (UP), the cam should 
not touch the arm at any point, leaving at 
least 1/64-inch clearance along its length, 
otherwise a very slight movement of the 
lever will cause the tape to slip. Further 
work was now done on shaping the cam and 
the arm replaced in position. 

To determine the position to drill the hole 
in the baseboard, the cam lever was roughly 
placed in position with the shank of the 
drill used through the hole and resting on 
the baseboard. By holding the drill firmly 
and rotating the lever the position to drill 
the hole was found. The pressure-roller 
arm was again removed and very carefully 
a hole was drilled in the baseboard and 
tapped 4BA. The cam lever was now 
mounted with a 4BA bolt acting as a pivot. 
This could be adjusted not too tight and 
not too loose and locked with a nut under 
the baseboard. 

On replacing the pressure-roller arm, 
final shaping of the cam lever gave a 
smooth and effective action. It now only 
remained to restrict the movement through 
the effective arc by drilling the baseboard 
again and inserting two tiny cheese-headed 
screws to act as stops which enabled the 
lever to be thumb-operated with complete 
confidence. In my case, I bent the end of 
the lever to a right-angle and screwed on a 
small chrome knob—the cap of a mirror- 
fixing wood screw. 

The lid of the Fi-Cord is a good fit and 
it was necessary to cut a shallow depression 
in the edge of the lid to allow the lever to 
work without obstruction when closed with 
the catch fast. 

Using this " Pause" control, I have 
recorded a five-minute interview with four- 
teen pauses only two of which could be 
detected and then only on account of back- 
ground noise of cars passing during the 
pause. 

My next problem was the only one in 
which I can seriously criticise the manu- 
facturers' design. This concerns the battery 
clips. I-always had difficulty in inserting 
battery No. 3 (from the left) owing to 
insufficient clearance between the idler guide 
roller and the clip. The constant strain 
ended in the clip breaking off and I found 
myself in serious trouble. 

The solution was drastic but effective. I 
broke off the three remaining clips and 

removed the counter-sunk screws in the base- 
plate at either end of the battery compart- 
ment. These screws were replaced by a 
one-inch length of 6BA studding on which 
was threaded a 1-inch length of tubing to 
act as a pillar leaving 3/16-inch of studding 
protruding above the pillars. A bar was 
now made from a six-inch length of shallow 
" U" section aluminium curtain rail with 
one angle filed off. (This was a pity but 
the batteries were just too wide to fit into the 
" U.") 

This bar was drilled at each end to fit 
over the studding at the top of the pillars. 
With the batteries inserted, this clamps 
across them and is held by two 6BA 
terminal heads. The batteries are now held 
very firmly in place and always give positive 
contact irrespective of the position of the 
recorder. 

Carrying spare tapes has always been a 
problem with me. Operating in the Queens- 
land climate, one seldom wears anything 
with yoluminous pockets and I figure that 
a couple of spare tapes is the minimum to 
be carried on location. Therefore, a 
reversed " lid" was made. This was deep 
enough to hold a spool inside, and hinged 
to the bottom of the recorder after trans- 
ferring the rubber feet. 

It was covered in black self-adhesive 
plastic and held in position by two small 
hinges and a matching clip. This compart- 
ment holds two spools of tape, the re-wind 
handle, monitoring earphone and a china- 
graph pencil for identifying the spools. 

Of course, this adds three quarters of an 
inch to the overall depth of the machine 
and a few ounces in weight but I have found 
that the advantages more than justify the 
addition. 

This compartment will also accommodate 
six RM50I mercury cells which, with suit- 
able contacts could be used as an emergency 
battery supply. This is a point which seems 
worthy of consideration as, here at least, 
one could easily be hundreds of miles from 
a source of mains supply to use the charger. 

I have recently completed a design and 
prototype of a six-battery cassette to fit into 
the Fi-Cord battery compartment. On the 
face of it, this seems ideal but until this 
has been proved 100 per cent efficient I will 
not attempt to describe it further. 

My last and for me the most useful 
addition is the provision of a distinct and 

0 0 

(5) 
0 

FORWARD PAUSE 

positive warning that the tape is nearing 
its end. For interviews, I feel that this is 
essential. The indicator as supplied by the 
manufacturers is very difficult to interpret 
accurately. 

An interviewer who is trying to do a 
good job must have adequate but not too 
much warning when to wind up without 
having to break his train of thought or 
distract his subject by peering at the 
indicator or opening up the machine. 

I decided that a warning light on the 
microphone would fill the bill. The 
eccentric disc which carries the white 
position pointer was the obvious choice as 
it is the only thing under the baseplate 
which moves with the amount of tape on 
the reservoir spool. Another advantage of 
this is that it is, perhaps, the only place 
where anything can be added to the compact 
layout of the " works." 

The device itself is simple being nothing 
more than a small block of plastic and some 
springy brass. Fundamentally, the springy 
brass is one contact and the eccentric disc 

UNDERSIDE OF 
BASEBOARD 

ECCENTRIC 
DISC 

o COIL SPR1NC POINTER 
-IZBA 

INDICATOR WINDOW 

ADJUSTING SCREW 
^/TAPPED THROUGH HERE 

e> 

SAW CUT 
2BAX 

ji 

5 ? 
\rAPPEp/' 

^BBA^ 

Fig. 2. How the external pause control operated 

Fig. 3. The microphone warning light 

the other. As the tape is used, the disc 
rotates and, at a predetermined point touches 
the springy brass and lights the lamp. 
Once again, reference to the diagram (Fig. 
3a) will save much explanation. 

A piece of i-inch perspex was cut squarely 
to J-inch x J-inch. This had to be bolted 
edge-on to the underside of the baseplate 
5/16-inch from the back edge and parallel 
to it (1 used eight BA bolts tapped into the 
perspex). A quarter-of-an-inch from one 
end a very fine fret saw cut was made to 
depth of i-inch from the baseplate. An 
i-inch strip of the springy brass was cut 
and fitted into this slot then bent over on 
the outside edge to form a soldering lug 
(Figs. 3a and b). 

The spring was sealed into the block with 
plastic cement and allowed to set hard. The 
strip of brass on the inside face of the block 
was then bent over and back on itself to 
form a right-angle projection. A hole was 
drilled and tapped 12 BA through the flat 
side of the block and immediately over the 
projection so that a bolt screwed through 
this hole would impinge on the projection 
and alter the position of the contact end of 
the springy brass (Fig. 3a). A tiny coil 
spring under the head of the 12 BA bolt 

(Continued on page 23) 
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introducing the 

TRUV0X90 

A NEW THOROUGHBRED SERIES FROM A FAMOUS BRITISH MARQUE 

Clinically professional in every line. Crisply precise in operation. 
Full and faithful in reproducing sound . . . this sums up the new 

Series 90—the finest yet from Truvox. 
No concessions here to mass-market "styling". No fancy plastic 
moulding; no pretty-pretty cover fabrics. No "cosmetics" at all. 

Instead—clean, rugged and functionally austere, the new Truvox looks 
every inch what it is ... a thoroughbred instrument for the enthusiast. 

For the man who wants a real tape recorder; not a gilded toy 
on the one hand, nor a status symbol on the other. 

Among the outstanding fea- 
tures of the Series 90 are: 
* "Piano Key" operation. 
* A cathode follower output. 
* Recording level meter. 
* Positive lock reel carriers, 
ifs 4 digit counter —instant 

reset button. 

Hinged editing panel. 
* 'No-tape' autostop. 
* Mixing facilities. 
* Superimposition. 
* Forward facing Rola- 

Celestion loudspeaker. 
* 3 tape speeds-Tj 3} 1® ips. 
ifc- 3 motor drive —Papst 

capstan motor. 
R.92 2-track recorder 
R.94 4-track recorder 
Each 69gns. (U.K. only) 
Complete with moving coil 
microphone and first-class 
reel of tape. 

* 

PD.93 2-track mono tape unit. 
PD.95 4-track mono tape unit. 
Each 59 gns. (U.K. only) 

PD.97 2-track stereo tape 
PD.99 4-track stereo tape 
Each 79 gns. (U.K. only). 

These nandsome self powered tape units, in superb Afrormosia plinths, 
polyester finished, provide an ideal means of adding tape to the existing 
Hi-Fidelity system at a very economical price. They can be used with any 
amplifier at present available and be operated horizontally, vertically or any 
angle between. 
To enable purchasers to make their own personal choice of microphone 
and tape, we do not supply these items with any tape unit. 

TRUVOX LTD., Neasden Lane, London, N.W.IO Tel: DOLlis Hill 8011 (8 lines) 
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Always in stock- 

an unrivalled selection of 

% Tape Recorders 
% Hi-Fi Equipment 
^ Tapes 
% Microphones 

Free demonstrations: Honest advice 

o 
u 

. 0^? O 

COMPLETE STEREO 
TAPE RECORDERS (4 TRACK) 

Sony 521—75 '"d 3} ips  £130.4.0 
Akai M6—7J and 3J ips £136.10.0 
Pair extension speakers for above ... ... £31.10.0 
•Telefunken M97—7), 3) and l| ips   £99.15.0 
•Tandbcrg Scries 7—71. 3J and I j ips ... £97.13.0 
Sony 464 CS—75 and 3i ips     £98.14.0 
Philips EL.3S34—7), 3}, Ij and 15/16 ips ... £96.12.0 
OUTSTANDING TWO TRACK STEREO RECORDER 
TELEFUNKEN M98—SEPARATE RECORD REPLAY 
HEADS —ALL FACILITIES   £99.15.0 

STEREO TAPE UNITS 

•Ferrograph 422 U, 2 track 7J and 3i ips ... £i 15.10.0 
•Fcrrograph 424 U, iT playback 7J and 3J ips... £115.10.0 
•Tandberg Series 6,2 or 4 track 7J, 3J and I & ips £115.10.0 
Sony 464 (one replay amplifier) 7K and 3i ips ... £75.12.0 

FOUR TRACK MONO 
TAPE RECORDERS 

•Telofunken M.96—73, 33 and 15 ips   £72.9.0 
Philips EL.3549—75, 35, 15 and 15/16 ips ... £65.2.0 
Philips EL.354I—33 ips only   £37.16.0 
Philips EL.354I/H—35 ips only  £44.2.0 
Elizabethan L2.29 (illustrated)—73, 35 and 15 

ips   £37.16.0 
Elizabethan Popular 400—3. ips only ... ... £26.5.0 

TWO TRACK MONO 
TAPE RECORDERS 

•Refleccograph Model A (3 head system)—7J 
and 3i'ips   £110.5.0 

•Vortexion WVB (3 head system)—7J and 32 
ips   £110.3.0 

•Vortexion WVA standard system—7\ and 
3i ips   £93.13.0 

•Fcrrograph 5A/N (modernised)—71 and 32 ips £89.5.0 
•Telefunken 85 " The Classic 7J a'nd 32 ips... £87.3.0 
•Telefunken 95—7§. 32 and If ips   £61.19.0 
Elizabethan 12.30—7^, 3J and If ips  £33.12.0 
Optacord 403 (with monitoring)—32 and IJ ips £47.5.0 
Elizabethan Popular 200—32 ips only ... ... £23.2.0 
Sony TC.I03—7} and 32 ips with built-in 

medium wave radio ...   £66.3.0 
•Telefunken " Automatic" with automatic modulation control ... ... ... ... £52.10.0 

ALSO AVAILABLE — 
BATTERY RECORDERS 

•Butoba MT.5—3| and li ips   
Opucord 414 (inc. Mains)—3} ips only 
Philips EL.3585—IJ ips only   
Stella ST.470—I g ips only   

• Microphones EXTRA 

£69.6.0 
£49.7.0 
£25.4.0 
£26.5.0 

HI-FI IN STOCK TAPES 
• Quzd • BASF 
• Leak 0 Telefunken 
• SME # Philips 
# Garrard # Scotch 
# Rogers, etc. # EMI. etc. 

All types of Microphones 

For free delivery—competent demonstrations, good after 
sales service and the best cf Hire Purchase terms call at:— 

™ETape 
□□ RECORDER 

CENTRE 

The Tape Recorder Centre Limited 

82 High Holborn, London, WCI. 
Open from 9 to 5.30 weekdays—close 12.30 Saturdays 
Telephone: CHAncery 7401 

TAPE DECKS—HI-FI E Q U I P M E N T — M I C S — R A D I <3 S — S P E A K E R SYSTEMS ||||M|||MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllll^ 

Today's outstanding home entertainment is HI-FI. 
YOU SAVE £££s BY CONSTRUCTING THESE FINE KITSETS YOURSELF. i 

TAPE AMPLIFIER UNITS: Models TA-IM 
and TA-IS. The mono version, TA-IM, can be 
modified to the stereo version. TA-IS, by the 
modification kit TA-IC. Special features include 
bias level control, recording level indicators, 
printed circuit boards. 
TA-IC £6.15.0. TA-IM £19.18.6. TA-IS £25.10.0. 

I A Tape Recorder requires a Tuner 
E HI-FI FM TUNER Model FM-4U 
= Available in two units. Tuning unit (FMT 4U = £2.15.0 incl. P.T.). I.F.-amplifier (FMA-4U £13.3.0.) 
= Printed circuit for I.F. Amplifier and Ratio detector 
= own built-in power supply, 7 valves. Tuning 
= range. 88-108 Mc s. 
= Total Price £15.18.0 kit 

HI-FI AM FM TUNER. Model AFM-I 
Also available in two units as above: Tuning heart 
(AFM-TI £4.13.6 inc. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier 
(AFM-AI £21.16.6.). 

Total Price £24.10.0 kit 

-j 

FM TUNER 

AM FM TUNER 

Equipment Cabinets 
A range of equipment cabinets is available including 
kits, ready assembled'cabinets or assembled and fully finished cabinets. Why not send for full details 
free of any obligation? Prices from £6.19.6 to £29.8.0. 
TRUVOX TAPE DECKS. 
Models D83-2 D83-4 
High quality stereo Tape 
Decks. 
D83-2 2 track for higher fidelity £31.10.0. 
D83-4 (identical presentation) 4 track. £29.8.0. 

O 

TRUVOX D83 

• ® 

A wide Range of Stereo 
and Mono Amplifiers 
Prices from £10.19.6 to £27.19.6 kits. 
HI-FI STEREO 6 W AMPLIFIER Model S-33 
Only 0.3'^ distortion at 21 w chl. £13.7.6 kit 
Send for details of other models. 

DAYSTR0M LTD. 
Dept. TI 
Gloucester, England 

A wide range of Speakers and Systems 
Prices from £1.8.6 to £23.4.0 kit. , 
COTSWOLD & MFS SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
The " Cotswold " is an acoustically designed 
enclosure 26' X 23" X 141" with 3 speakers covering the full frequency range 30-20,000 c/$. 
The " Cotswold " MFS. A minimum floor space 
model size 36" high x I6i' x 14" deep. . . 

Prices either model £23.<.0 kit. 

-rv K JSiCOLLARO STUDIO DECK 
SBr This stylish tape transcriptor L '3\ 

    is by far the best "buy" in COTSWOLD', 
** 'l5 Pr'ce range, with 3 speeds v' ^ li. 32. 71 i.p.s. £17.10.0. 

STUDIO 
THERE IS A MODEL IN THE HEATHKIT RANGE 

TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
Send for FREE Catalogue and full details. 
0 Deferred terms available in U.K. over £10. 
9 All models available assembled and tested. 

Prices gladly sent on request. # Packaged deals of audio equipment save you more money. 

Without obligation please send me I I 
FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE | 
Full details of Model(s)  I 
Name  I I 
Address   . 
(Block capitals please)   I . I 
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Transistors in tape recording: 

(Continued from page 13) 

The N-type material is a slice of german- 
ium. which may be square, oblong or round, 
only one or two millimetres across and a 
mere tenth of a millimetre thick. It has 
been zone purified to a state where chemical 
analysis would show absolutely no impurity, 
but special resistivity checks reveal a con- 
trolled impurity of one part in ten thousand 
million (1 in 1010), made by adding a minute 
amount of antimony. This is ground, cut 
and etched into shape with precise and deli- 
cate machinery. At the etching stage in 
fact, the " dice " of refined germanium are 
worth more than their weight in gold. 

The additive for P-type germanium is the 
silvery metal indium. As shown in Fig. 
2(b). there are two pellets of P-type material, 
marked £ and C, with the latter portion 
three to five times the size of the former, 
depending on the type of transistor. First 
the collector C, then the emitter E is alloyed 
to the N-type base B. Then the jumper 
wires are soldered, the whole assembly en- 
capsulated, and the capsule sealed and 
painted. (The last point is important, for 
transistors are sensitive to light.) 

The finished capsule may be no more than 
a half-inch long, with its fine connecting 
wires left through the seal. The spacing of 
the leads usually indicates which is base, 
emitter and collector, as shown in Fig. 2(b), 
but the capsule may have a spot painted on 
one side, near the seal, indicating the col- 
lector lead. Connecting these leads to the 
circuit requires the use of a heat shunt, such 
as a pair of pliers clamped on the wires at 
a point between the heal source (soldering 
iron) and the seal. 

Because these little wonders are compact 
and virtually solid when sealed in their cap- 
sules, they are unusually rugged, but are 
easily damaged by the application of wrong 
potentials—a factor which must be allowed 
for during servicing. Quite apart from its 

(Continued from page 19) 

obviates the need for a lock-nut and assists 
adjustment. Care had to be taken to see 
that the springy brass contact arm did not 
foul the spring lensioning the tape arm. 

I now had a contact that would " make " 
with the eccentric disc at a position which 
is adjustable by the screwing in or out of 
the 12 BA screw. I decided that it would 
be simpler to use the eight volt supply for 
the indicator lamp which, for minimum load 
I chose a six volt 50 mA cycle rear light 
bulb. 

A miniature hearing aid two-pin socket 
was fitted to the amplifier base immediately 
under the output socket on the main control 
panel. A slot 5/16-inch x i-inch was cut in 
the edge of the front panel to give access 
to it. One pin was wired through a 15 ohm 
resistor to the tag end of the springy brass 
strip. The other was wired to the battery 
negative contact on the printed circuit. 

The warning lamp housing and general 
set-up are matters of personal taste but 1 
used a complete plastic cycle rear light 
mounted to a plastic ring which forms a 
snug fit over the Grampian DP4 micro- 
phone. For my own use I fitted a metal 
hood over the lop of the rear light. It 

small size, the obvious advantage of the 
transistor over the valve is the absence of 
a need for a heater for producing thermal 
emission. Some types of valve need as 
much as eighty per cent of the total power 
consumption for heating the cathode to pro- 
duce the emission of electrons (current flow). 

The secondary advantage following from 
this, which is important in tape recorder 
applications, is the absence of warm-up 
lime. The transistorised amplifier is ready 
for use the instant it is switched on. 

Operating voltages of transistors are low. 
which means that quite compact batteries 
can be employed, making a great saving in 
weight. Contrary to general opinion, the 
amount of power output from them is quite 
adequate for domestic listening—in fact, 
several public address systems have been 
developed around transistorised equipment. 
Because of the smallness and practically 
unlimited operating life if undamaged by 
applied voltages, they are particularly suit- 
able for portable equipment, and lend them- 
selves easily to being incorporated in com- 
pact circuitry. 

The main disadvantage is their sensitivity 
to heat For germanium transistors, the 
maximum temperature is about 75 degrees 
C. Overheating, through mounting transis- 
tors too near motors, etc., results in drastic 
change in operating conditions, and possibly 
self-destruction. Another disadvantage 
which must be allowed for in circuit design 
is a fairly high noise level (compared with 
a thermionic valve used under similar con- 
ditions). But recent design has reduced 
this noise factor to well within normal 
equipment tolerances. 

The secret is good circuit design, and in 
the second part of this article we shall take 
a look at some of the popular circuits used 
in transistorised tape recorders. 

has an aperture in the side (away from the 
interviewee) so that I can see the warning 
light but the other person is not distracted. 

The 15 ohm resistor plus the resistance 
of the hearing aid cord which 1 am using 
reduces the load of the lamp to about 35 
mA and as it only operates for fifteen 
seconds for every tape side, the drain is not 
worth worrying about. 

The adjustment of the 12 BA screw for 
a fifteen seconds warning is fairly tricky 
but once set remains consistent within a 
second or so. I have found that a quarter 
of a minute is ample time to round off and 
wind up any interview. Any slight 
irregularity in the spooling of the tape on 
the reservoir spool causes an intriguing 
flashing of the warning but does not seem 
seriously to affect the timing. 

Whilst these notes on modifications to 
the Fi-Cord do not attempt to give full 
instructions and exact measurements, it is 
hoped that there is sufficient information for 
anyone interested in making them to be 
able, with a little discretion and ingenuity, 
to be as successful as I was in making the 
IA an even better friend and faithful 
companion. 

The radio 

ballad 

(Continued from page IS) 

Out from the shelter of green oasis. 
Each one comes and walks alone 
High on the stony ridges, stumbling across 

the broken ground. 
Searching for peaks of fabled mountains. . . . 

We met much criticism for this; we were 
accused of sentimentalising the teenager, of 
ignoring the " pop " culture held to be alone 
expressive of the teenager, of engaging in an 
idealised adult-centred view of the teenager 
—we had obviously touched a sensitive spot 
in the adult audience! By and large, teen- 
age listeners accepted our image as an accu- 
rate one, and certainly, the things they said 
in the work itself, in attempting to express 
their visions of a life trembling on their own 
horizons, seemed to bear us out. 

We conceive it to be our business to 
recreate the actual experience, not simply 
convey, in an attractive or exciting manner, 
information about that experience. When 
we succeed, the result is to give the listener 
an understanding of the subject that must 
permanently change his attitude towards it. 
His response is not " how interesting" or 
" how exciting" or " how intellectually 
stimulating"—but "this is what it is like! " 

Finally, with The Fight Game we delib- 
erately entered the area of the supposedly 
inarticulate, the prize fighter; of the pro- 
fessionally articulate—the promoter, man- 
ager, sports journalist and ringside com- 
mentator; and of the frenetically articulate— 
the boxing fan! 

Here we sought to extend the form by 
making use of irony, and by the deliber- 
ately antithetical use of field recordings 

The adulation of the mob! We're all 
a mob—don't let us give ourselves airs, 
we're all the same! I love the mob as 
much as I love anything, they've always 
supported my fighters and myself, and 
without the mob I couldn't live. , . . 

to set against 
When you're taking a good hiding—on 

the receiving end, you know, the sticky 
end—you think " What's all this for? " 
There's all these people there who've 
never had a glove on. they're laughing 
and shouting at you . . . you're there to 
entertain them. It's so much engrained 
with tradition, man against man. . . . 
I began with a railwayman, I finish with 

a prize fighter. The one a hero in real life— 
but recognised as such only because of a 
wasteful and unnecessary tragedy; the 
other a hero under the arc lights, satisfying 
a society's lust for vicarious violence—but 
recognisable as the victim of that lust as 
soon as the arc lights are switched off. 
These two sides to the prevailing coin of 
human values are revealed in what such 
men say of themselves, and it is to make 
this revelation potent in art, that we strive 
to sing alongside them in the radio ballad. 
The battle is done with, the fighters 

departed 
Leaving the litter and the spoils of the 

crowd, 
The empty beer hollies, the lorn silver 

paper. 
The spent cigarette smoke that hangs like 

a shroud. . . . 
(Reprinted from "New Society") 

Modifications to the Fi-Cord 1A 
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YOU CANT GET IT INTO SOME PEOPLE'S SKULLS that it 
isn't necessary to pay high interest charges to get the best equipment. 

Join the ranks of the enlightened cognoscenti who already know that 
HOWARD GIVES YOU THE BEST NO-INTEREST TAPE RECORDER & 
HI-FI TERMS YOU CAN GET. We have the biggest sales, the most ex- 
perience and the largest stocks of any dealer in the country. For why? Because 
you get more value for your money from us than if you go anywhere else. 
We specialise in Mail-Order with free delivery anywhere in the U.K. 

Want to know more about us? Want free brochures, full details of all 
our offers and terms? Then write, phone or call us straight away. 

Please tick where interested: 

TAPE RECORDERS h ORDERS Mono under £50 □ Mono over £50 □ Stereo Q Battery □ 
Amplifiers & Tuners Q Gramophone eqpt. □ Speakers & enclosures □ 
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SONY TC. 500 

TO THE SERIOUS AMATEUR COME THE LATEST, THE FINEST TECHNICAL 

ADVANCEMENTS IN STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. 

THE SOUND IS SONY, THE VERSATILITY IS SONY, THE QUALITY IS SONY. 

THIS IS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR-THE SONY TC. 500 

106 GNS with 2 Sony F87 Cardoid 
Dynamic microphones and all accessories. 

so: 

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

Detailed specification of this tremendous Sony 
tape recorder freely available from the Sole 
U.K. distributors: 

EXTRACTS FROM SPECIFICATION: 
Full stereo facilities with independent recording and playback amplifiers, 
providing professional mixing facilities. Manual cueing, digital tape counter, 
instant stop, automatic tape lifter. Instantaneous selection of 7j/3j ips. 
Response — 30-18000 cps at 7j ips. Harmonic distortion — less than 2% at 
3 db below rated output. Detachable speakers for stereo separation. 

TELLUX LIMITED 
High Fidelity Division 
GALLOWS CORNER, ROMFORD, ESSEX 
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PHILIPS EL3549 

By H. Burrell Hadden 

THE Philips EL3549 is a portable, 
mains-operated tape recorder, with 

fully transistorised amplifiers. It operates 
on the four-track system, and has four 
speeds, 7i, 3i, If and 15/16 ips. A 
track selector gives the choice of tracks 
I or 4, 2 or 3, or " parallel," giving the 
output of the two "forward going" 
tracks added together. The machine is 
suitable for long play or double play 
tape on any sized reel from three to 
seven inches in diameter, and the maxi- 
mum playing lime is eight hours per 
track. 

The fast rewind time was three minutes 
for a seven-inch reel of long play tape. 
Automatic stop facilities of the foil 
operated type are provided, and these 
operate in all running conditions. Input 
mixing facilities for microphone and 
radio/gram are provided, and the equip- 
ment can be used as an amplifier for 
microphone or record player if desired. 

All the controls of the EL3549 are situated 
on one easily operated panel on the top of 
the machine. The speed selection control 
also operates the " on/off" switch, so that 
the machine cannot be easily left with the 
idler wheels engaged. The controls for 
setting the tape in motion are of the " piano 
key " type. There are six of these, three on 
each side of the recording level meter. The 
first of the keys, from left to right, is the 
red coloured record control, which has 
to be pressed at the same time as the third 
key, the " play" key. in order to make a 
recording. The second key. in between these 
two, is the pause control. The remaining 
three keys control fast rewind, stop, and fast 
forward respectively. There are four other 
controls: on the left of the panel is the play- 
back volume control, which also varies the 
loudspeaker monitor level on record, and 
this is accompanied by the playback tone 
control. On the right-hand side of the panel 
are the microphone and radio/gram record 
level controls. A digital type tape position 
indicator is placed between the tape reels, 
and has a magnifier in front of the scale, a 
very useful feature. 

A storage compartment at the rear of the 
machine is large enough to carry the mains 

lead, microphone, and radio input lead, and 
also contains all the input and output 
sockets. Seven of these, of the now standard 
Continental type, are incorporated. To take 
the input sockets first: two alternative 
sockets are available for gramophone pick- 
up connection, one for the flat Continental 
plug and the other for the round DIN plug. 
The microphone plug is also of the DIN 
type, and so is the " diode" input, which 
gives record and playback connections for 
receivers and amplifiers fitted with the neces- 
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sary socket connections. The playback 
output from this socket is at a fixed level, 
and must be controlled on the external 
equipment. The record input is controlled 
by the radio/gram level control. The input 
impedances are: "diode" 0.02 megohm, at 
a level of 3 mV; record player 0.5 megohm, 
at a level of 150 mV; and microphone 
1.000 ohms, at a level of I mV. In addition 
to the diode output, three other output 
sockets are provided. 

The first of these is a " banana" plug 
type extension loudspeaker socket; insert- 
ing the plug mules the internal loud- 
speaker. The output impedance at this 
socket is 3-7 ohms. The other two 
sockets are of the DIN type, one being 
a socket for headphone monitoring 
available as an accessory, and the other 
giving a direct connection to the two halves 
of the replay head. This socket is labelled 
" stereo," but a word of warning must be 

inserted here, since 
the level at this socket 
is so low that a pre- 
amplifier, also avail- 
able as an accessory, 
must be used. This 

10. DO 30,000 
Frequency in cycles per second 

Record/replay charac- 
teristics of the Philips 
EL3S49. 
75 ips : 
3i  
1| ips 
15/16   

head and prc-amplifier can also be utilised 
for Duoplay and Multiplay purposes. 

A further socket is provided for an acces- 
sory foot-operated switch, useful to control 
the machine when it is being used for 
dictation purposes. 

As might be expected, a machine with 
such a formidable specification is of neces- 
sity somewhat large, the dimensions are 
165 x 155 x 85 inches. Due to the transis- 
torised electronics, however, the weight of 
the machine is not excessive, only 28 lb. The 
case is finished in an attractive two-tone 
grey, very pleasing to the eye. 

The machine was given the usual practical 
and technical tests. In all cases it per- 
formed exceptionally well. Even at ips 
some very good music recordings were made, 
and the quality of reproduction at 75 ips 
left very little to be desired. The quality 
of speech reproduction at the extremely 
slow speed of 15/16 ips was perfectly ade- 
quate for dictation purposes. The overall 
frequency response from record input to 
replay output at the four speeds is shown on 
the accompanying diagram, and it can be 
seen that the maker's specification was met 
in all cases. The signal-to-noise ratio was 
43 dB. No wow and flutter figures are 
specified, but the performance on music at 
even the slower speeds indicates that this is 
satisfactory. 

A moving coil cardioid microphone is 
provided, which though good of its type, 
does not really do the machine justice, 
especially at 75 ips. A word of praise must 
be reserved for the instruction book, which 
is exceptionally clearly written, and well 
illustrated with step by step photographs. 

All in all. this machine can be thoroughly 
recommended as a good buy at £65 2s. Od. 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Maximum spool size: Seven inches. 
Playing lime: Two hours per track using 

double-play tape at 35 ips. 
Frequence response: 60-16.000 cps ± 

3 dB at 75 ips. 60-13,000 cps + 3 dB at 
35 ips: 60-10,000 cps + 3 dB at IJ ips; and 
60-4.500 cps ± 3 dB at 15/16 ips. 

Signal-to-noise ratio: Better than 40 dB. 
Wow and flutter: 0.6 per cent peak to 

peak. 
Speaker size: 7x5 inches elliptical. 
Power output: 25 watts. 
Power supply: 110. 127, 200-250 volts, 

50 cycles. (Adaptable by dealer for 60 
cycles.) 

Power consumption; Approx. 55 watts. 
Dimensions: 16+ x 155 x 85 inches. 
Weight: 28 lbs. 
Philips Electrical Limited. Century House. 

Shaflesbury Avenue. London. W.C.2. 

WYNDSOR TRIDENT 

By John Borwick 

THE Wyndsor Trident follows in this 
company's tradition of tape recorders 

bearing the names of famous aeroplanes. 
Others I can think of were the Wyndsor 
Victor, Viscount and (still current) the 
Heron. 

There are no strikingly new features 
of this present machine, the makers 
presumably having set themselves the 
task of giving reasonably good value for 
money using a well-tried technical 
specification. The cabinet of the Trident 
is very smart, however, and a modern 
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effect is obtained by fitting a sloping lid. 
the top surface of which is ribbed and 
quilted. 

The deck used is the familiar, and very 
successful. Collaro Studio. I suspect that 
many readers of TAPE Record inn Magazine 
will know from this that, mechanically 
speaking, the Trident may be taken to com- 
pare directly with many British machines in 
the low to medium price bracket. The Studio 
deck has three speeds. 71. 3i and IJ ips. 
pause and superimpose buttons, a three- 
digit position indicator, and can be supplied 
in either two-track or four-track versions. 

In the latter, which was the version I 
tested, tracks 1-4 or 2-3 are selected by mov- 
ing a simple slider switch mounted on lop of 
the head cover. This changes over con- 
nections to the conventional twin, stacked 
heads as required. 1 like the separate 
"" record " switch on this deck. It means that 
you can line up the recording level from 
microphone, radio, etc.. on the magic eye 
level indicator, without the tape running. 
Then, when you are satisfied that the 

% 

volume control is at the best setting, you 
pull down a tag marked " R " on the start 
key. and you are recording. 

Superimposing, which is a popular form 
of trick recording, is achieved by leaving the 
" R" tag alone simply pressing the start 
key. You then record on top of any 
previous recording without erasing it. so 
that on playback you hear the two record- 
ings at about equal volume. 

The speed of the fast wind and rewind 
was almost frightening for a recorder in 
this class—more than twice that of my own 
semi-professional machine. The 1,200 ft. 
reel of Standard Emilape supplied was re- 
wound in only 48 seconds. I must say. 
however, that the resultant wind at full 
speed was rather loose and uneven. On 
rewind particularly, odd turns of the tape 
were thrown up a frac- 
tion of an inch out of 
alignment with the rest. . 
During recording and 
playback, on the other 
hand, an admirably 
even wind was achieved. 

The microphone sup- 
lied is the Acos Mic. 45 
type. Recordings made 
through this and from 
radio produced reason- 

ably good quality at the 74 ips speed. Results 
at the slower speeds were limited, not so 
much by the loss of high frequencies, which 
inevitably occurs, but by the noticeable rise 
in wow and tluller on certain types of music. 

The microphone was found to be slightly 
directional, which is a useful feature when 
recording some types of voice or musical 
instrument, as various angles can be tried 
to find which gives best results. The Tri- 
dent also permits the use of the microphone 
as a monitoring earpiece. Since many micro- 
phones are constructed in much the same 
way as a loudspeaker, feeding an electrical 
signal into them, instead of taking out of 
them the signal generated by sound waves, 
makes them radiate a faint sound signal of 
their own. On the Trident, plugging the 
microphone into an output socket marked 
" Hz" (high impedance) enables it to be 
used for listening to (monitoring) any signal 
which you are recording via the Radio input 
socket. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Subjective impressions on recording and 

playing back a wide range of material were 
that the Trident performs as well as other 
recorders at the price. Using an external 
loudspeaker and/or hi-fi equipment produced 
the expected improvement. The built-in 7 x 
4 inch loudspeaker gives ample volume, but 
of course no portable recorder can be given 
a large and heavy enough cabinet for full 
bass reproduction. 

A slightly unusual effect noticed was that 
the Tone control appeared not only to re- 
duce treble, when wound full clockwise, but 
to reduce overall volume as well. This 
subjective effect was confirmed when the 
usual frequency response curves were 
plotted. The accompanying graph shows 
that the plot for minimum treble is below 
the maximum treble line at all frequencies. 

To sum up. the Wyndsor Trident is a 
worthy addition to the Wyndsor fleet and 
incorporates all the features most frequently 
demanded on domestic recorders. It costs 
35 guineas (four-track) or 33 guineas (two- 
track version). 

Manufacturer's Specification 
Power supply: 200-250V, 50 cycles A.C. 

(other supplies on export models). 
Output power; Four watts. 
Input sockets: microphone and gram/ 

radio. 
Output sockets: External loudspeaker 

and amplifier/headphones. 
Dimensions: 144 x 15^ x inches. 
Weight: 25 lbs., including microphone, 

tape and radio lead. 
Manufacturer's: Wyndsor Recording 

Company Limited. Wyndsor Works. Bclle- 
vue Road. Eriern Barnct. London. N.ll. 

Record/replay response 
of the Wyndsor Trident 

at 7} ips 
Max. treble  
Min. treble  
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WALLACE HEATON 

93-4 FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4. 
FLE 9391 
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SALE 

9 RADIO # TAPE RECORDERS 

% CAMERAS # PROJECTORS 

* REDUCED PRICES 
SHOP-SOILED ITEMS 

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS 

FOR CALLERS 

* SPECIAL LISTS AVAILABLE 
FOR MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS 

PUBLISHED JANUARY 5th 

SOME XMA8 PRESENT IDEAS 
Sanyo Tape Recorder MCI   £11.11.0 
Roberts R200 Portable Radio   £IS.I5.0 
Hitachi Pocket Portable T8.650   £6.6.0 
Shaftesbury Bedrm.Table Mains Radio £4.14.6 
Bush SRP 31-D Record Player   £26.5.0 
Dansette Top-Pop Record Player   £10.10.0 
H.M.V. Record Player   £17.17.0 
Trionic Baby Alarm (Bates, extra 3 9). £4.19.6 
Tape Storage Racks  12.0 
Record Storage Boxes   £1.7.6 
Record Racks   6.9 
8mm Ediray Animated Viewer   £13.19.6 
Projector or Tape Recorder Stands ... £6.8,0 
Bolcx Lite, Sun Gun for Cine   £14.5.6 

P. & P. extra under £5 
Send for our FREE Xmas Lists 

r; 

i 
Wallace Heaton, 93 Fleet Sc.. E.C.4 

Please send Xmas Lists □ 
Sale Lists (when published) □ 

Name  

Address 

L , J 
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Alan Edward 

Beeby's 

TAPE TALK 

FROM lime lo time, readers write to ask 
whether it's in order to submit samples 

of their taping talents to the BBC. A 
spokesman told me: " We are prepared to 
consider, without commitment, all material 
sent lo us. However, owing to the great 
amount submitted, many of our producers 
regret that they cannot undertake lo con- 
sider tape recordings. Generally speaking, 
therefore, we prefer to consider all ' talks' 
material in manuscript form in the first 
place." 

"Die BBC Handbook, incidentally, offers 
the following advice: "Typescripts of talks 
or short stories for broadcasting in sound 
radio should be addressed to: Head of Talks 
Department. BBC. Broadcasting House, 
London. W. 1. In the case of radio plays, 
complete scripts (or a brief synopsis with 
specimen dialogue) clearly typed, should be 
sent lo: Script Editor, Drama (Sound). All 
original contributions in the form of 
scripts, etc.. are considered by competent 
readers and by the appropriate programme 
authorities." 

A TELEPHONE-CALL two days ago 
brought me the sad news that one of our 

readers in the South of England has wound 
up in hospital, suffering from burns and 
shock—the electrical variety. He was 
endeavouring to connect the terminals of his 
television loudspeaker to the radio-input 
socket of a tape recorder in order to record 
" direct" the soundtrack of a TV-film. 

Which is probably as good a point as any 

Tape-to-Disc Services 

RAPID 
Recording Service 

78s and L.Ps, from your own Capes. (48 hour 
service). Master Discs and pressings. Record- 
ing Studio. Mobile Recording Van. 

Associated Company— 
EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS LTD. 

Specialists in Sleep-learning and Audio Learn- 
ing. Tapes on Mind Management; Positive 
Personality; Memory Training; How to Pass 
Examinations. Manufacturers of the "Slecp-o- 
matic Unit" to be used with our Sleep-learning 
tape. Foreign language courses available for 

sleep-learning. 
Brochures on request from:— 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE (Dept.. TRG) 
21 Bishops Close, Walthamstow. E.I7 COP 3889 

IF QUALITY AND DURABILITY MATTER 
(especially with LPs from your precious tape 
recordings) consult Britain's oldest transfer 
service. 
If minimum 20 identical copies are required, 
we can manufacture hard-wearing commercial 
pressings with your own labels. (Excellent 
fund-raiser.) 
. . . also consult Audio Snpply Association for 
unbiased information on reliable recording and 
reproduction equipment to suit your specific requirements. Members receive information on 
latest products and also benefit from special 
bulk purchases of tapes, equipment, acces- 
sories. (Membership 7s. 6d. p.a.). Please specify requirements. Sixty-page Hi-Fi catalogue 4s. 6d. 

SOUND NEWS PRODUCTIONS 
10, Clifford Street, New Bond Street, London. 

W.l. REG 2745. 

to pre-warn anyone else harbouring similar 
ideas that such a practice is extremely 
dangerous, and can, in fact, kill. It's sitting 
up and begging for trouble merely to remove 
the inspection-cover of any TV-set while it 
is switched on. since the chassis itself is 
permanently " live." and the odds arc that 
you won't even get as far as the speaker 
terminals before being hurled bodily across 
the room by a 240 V haymaker! 

If you really want to make recordings 
direct from TV-sound, and the set is your 
own (i.e.. not a rented model), any com- 
petent TV-engineer will fit an isolating 
transformer from which such tappings may 
safely be taken. But DON'T go experi- 
menting on your own. Believe me. it's not 
worth the risk. 

END-NOTE: Our unfortunate reader 
was, at the time of the accident, preparing to 
record the soundtrack of Sir Laurence 
Olivier's film, " Richard III." He needn't 
have bothered. The whole thing is available 
in LP Disc-form (HMV). 
■■■■■■■■»■■■■ 
T^OLLOWING a recent " Tape Talk " 
' appeal for information concerning 
reasonably-priced microphone booms. Mr. 
It. Hilton, of Freed man's Musical Instru- 
ments. tells me that his firm will supply from 
slock a studio-type floor stand fitted with a 
3 ft. boom. 

Constructed of nickel-plated steel, the 
floor stand may be used without the boom 
attachment if required. Unfortunately, no 
illustrated leaflets are at present available, 
although the boom can be seen quite fre- 
quently, I understand, on IT A-TV, where it 
is employed lo hold the microphone over 
drummers, etc. 

The combined stand and boom retails at 
£13 10s. 0d., but is also available on HP- 
terms: £5 0s. Od. deposit, and twelve monthly 
payments of 16s. I Id. Inquiries, please, lo 
Freed man's Musical Instruments, 534 High 
Road, Leylonslone, London, F.I I. 

l-'oliowing my recent note in the October 
issue llial the SCOTCH 3VI Company had 
reduced the prices of their recording tapes. 
I am pleased to be able to report that the 
iVISS Recording Company Ltd. have done 
likewise. The firm's commercial manager. 
Mr. P. Burden, told me: " The reductions 
cover our full range of tapes, including 
empty spools in boxes and splicing kits, and 
are concrete evidence of our efforts lo 
encourage the purchase of larger quantities 
of tape by the consumer." 
■ ■EMHBHBHB 
BACK in April of this year. I suggested 

that readers might like to write and tell 
me about any tips or brainwaves of their 
own which they considered would be of 
interest to other recording enthusiasts. I 
added that one should not allow oneself to 
be discouraged from writing by the mistaken 
idea that such suggestions might seem ele- 
mentary or absurd to hardened practitioners. 
The simplest brainwave can. and. in fact, has 
proved a winner before now. Look at the 
bloke who invented the simple, uncom- 
plicated item of machinery called the hair- 
pin. A piece of bent wire. Made a fortune, 
he did! However . . . 

Some weeks ago. one of our readers from 
Nottingham called to sec me. He said he'd 
had a " bit of a screwy idea," and that he 
" didn't suppose anyone would be in- 
terested." but that he'd decided to call and 
tell mc about it anyway. " And what's this 
' screwy idea ' ? " 1 asked. " This." he 
replied, and dropped a small square of grey, 
paper-like material on to the table. It was. 

he told me, known in the furnishing trade 
as " Dry Fell Underlay." or " Paper Felt," 
and could be purchased in two-yard widths, 
any length, at most furnishing stores for 2s. 
per square-yard. 

The idea? Remember the old dodge of 
sound-deadening a " live " room or record- 
ing den with packing-layers from egg-boxes? 
Simply use this stuff instead. It can be stuck 
on to the wall quite easily, like ordinary 
wall-paper, using cold-water paste, and 
cmulsioned afterwards. What's more—it 
works! A colleague of mine who tried it 
recently reports excellent results. 

So, if anyone else reading this has any 
" screwy ideas." would they please write 
and tell me about them! 

I'VE been hearing good reports about a 
* gramophone pick-up control unit called 
the " Auriol." This small hut useful little 
item of equipment should help lo soothe the 
brows of quite a few harassed sound-effect 
hods faced with the problem of cueing-in 
effects from disc, whether " 78" or 
microgroove. 

It consists simply of an upright cylinder 
which is mounted on the right-hand side of 
the record-deck, from which a calibrated 
arm extends over the disc itself. The pick-up 
traverses this in its journey across the disc, 
thus making it possible to preselect any 
single groove by " locking-on " to starting- 
points marked, in turn, by three sliding 
cursors. 

Another of the " Auriols" functions is 
lo lower the stylus pneumatically on lo the 
record's surface, thereby eliminating the risk 
of either dropping the pick-up accidentally, 
or " sweep " scratches caused by handshake. 

There are two models: The Standard at 
£3 Us. 6d.. and the Mk.II at £4 4s. A fair 
enough price lo pay, it seems to me. for an 
almost cast-iron guarantee against damaged 
discs, plus the cueing-in feature mentioned. 
A 3d. stamp will bring a copy of the manu- 
facturer's brochure from Auriol (Guildford) 
Ltd.. Trading Estate, Fornham. Surrey. 
BBBBflBBBBBBBBB 
BEEBY'S PREDICTIONS FOR 1964: 

♦ The problem of high tape-speeds on 
domestic video equipment will be solved. 
* Nobody'II be any the wiser about Copy- 
right. * There'll be news of developments 
in local broadcasting in which a certain 
Tape Recording Club will figure pro- 
minently. ♦ We'll sec far more use made 
of the radio-microphone by amateur tape 
enthusiasts. * BASF's smash-hit film. 
"The Magic Tape" will have a sequel 
entitled. " The Son of Magir Tape," 
followed by " The Magic Tape Comes 
Back." ^ and John Borwick will retain his 
title as the most common-sense, down-to- 
earth, no-nonsense writer, broadcaster and 
commentator on amateur tape recording 
matters. I have spoken! 

Happy New Year. 
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Tape records 

reviewed 

This work 

has 

strength 

and 

gaiety 

MOZART. Symphonies Nos. 29 and 39. 
Sinfonia of London conducted by Colin 
Davis. WRC (TT 43) 3J ips. mono. 29s. 
These arc two of the most warmly attrac- 

tive works that Mozart ever wrote. The 
Symphony No. 39 is first of the last three 
symphonies, masterpieces that Mozart some- 
how managed to write in a mere six weeks. 
From this very contrasted trio of works this 
represents Mozart's sunniest, happiest mood. 
Yet. as Colin Davis's performance makes 
plain, the work has strength as well as 
gaiety. 

No. 29 is a much earlier work, written 
when Mozart was still in his teens at Salz- 
burg. It has always been my favourite 
among Mozart's early symphonies with a 
delectable slow movement in which the 
strings are muted, a bold minuet (so bold it 
points the way to Beethoven rather than 
back to the stately dance) and a rushing fin- 
ale which is as high spirited and joyous as 
anything in Mozart. 

In this work. I am afraid. Davis does not 
quite convey the lightness required, but it 
is still a tasteful performance worth 
sampling as an antidote to more hectic 
readings. The recording, made several years 
ago, still sounds more than adequate. 

BRAHMS. Cello Sonatas No. 1 in E minor. 
Opus 38: No. 2 in F major. Opus 99. 
Janus Starker (cello) and Gyorgy Sebok 
piano. WRC (TCM 43), 3J ips. mono. 
29.s. 
These are among the greatest works ever 

written for the cello. Although he was 
writing for an intimate chamber atmosphere 
Brahms still presented expansive, tough 
arguments of a sheer size and drama that 
would befit a symphony. 

The opening of the second sonata, a late 
work in Brahms's output, is grander and 
more heroic than almost anything else in 
cello literature, and Janos Starker, unlike 
many who have attempted to scale the work, 
triumphs completely over the technical diffi- 
culties so that the heady exhiliration of the 
music comes over with full intensity and not 
the soloist's own technical difficulties. It is 
the same all through, and I cannot think of 
any works more likely to win anyone over 
to Brahms's rich and forceful chamber 
music. Both arc long works so that good 
value is provided too. 

The recordings arc a few years old. but 
the sound is direct and immediate which 
matters more than anything in chamber 
music. 
BERLIOZ. Grande Symphonic Funebre et 

Triomphale. Musicicns des Gardiens de 

la Paix (with chorus) conducted by Desire 
Dondeyne. WRC (TT25I), 33 ips. mono. 
29s. 
This is a marvellous work, neglected only 

because of the problems of presenting it at 
modern concerts. Berlioz wrote it for a 
special occasion, the reinterment in 1840 of 
the dead of the 1830 revolution. It is out- 
doors music, beginning with a heroic, ex- 
tended funeral march, that completely cap- 
tures the atmosphere of national mourning 
while pointing to hope in the future. Even 
the first performance was ruined by the mis- 
management of the procession and when 
later Berlioz added string parts for concert- 
hall (or bandstand) performances the work 
failed to be regarded as more than a 
curiosity. 

But recordings can bring us such works 
with great intensity and this French perfor- 
mance is most impressive in its drama and 
depth of feeling. The final Apotheosis brings 
in a chorus to proclaim the ultimate glory 
and triumph of the fallen heroes. The re- 
cording is very good indeed considering the 
size of the forces, and 1 recommend the issue 
strongly. 

The 

mellow 

magic of 

Glenn 

Miller 

THE GLENN MILLER LEGEND. Glenn 
Miller and his Orchestra. WRC (TT 252) 
33 ips. mono, 29s. 
The mellow magic of the real Miller band, 

short of some of the sound fidelity of more 
recent imitations, is here in sound-track ex- 
cerpts from its two big Hollywood films, 
"Sun Valley Serenade" and "Orchestra 
Wives." 

There are long versions of I've got a Girl 
in Kahunazoo and American Patrol from 
the latter; At Last and I Know Why (surely 
a period masterpiece) from " Sun Valley 
Serenade." 

(I wished the thrilling title song had 
been included—long, brassily happy in the 
film and featuring many of the band and 
singers in one number.) 

But I smiled again at the clever lyric of 
That's Sabotage (very 1942) and thrilled once 
more as a harp introduced Moonlight 
Serenade. 
ORGAN GEMS. George Ryan. Crown 

(ST 138). 7{ ips, four-track stereo. S5s. 
The delicate, gimmicky organ on this 

record could have taken more advantage of 
availability of stereo. 

The trappings of a large organ are not 
neglected. There are lots of drums, tym- 
pani and even accordion. A cuckoo puts in 
an appearance. 

But when the gimmicks are put away, 
there is pleasant listening of The Breeze and 
I. El Relicario, La Paloma and the like. 
PRESENTING THE SILVER DOLLARS. 

Northern Stars (SA 0002). 33 ips, mono. 
The Breeze and I is here too—and a 

mini organ, a clavioline. But used very dif- 
ferently. This features a latter-day beat 
group complete with a very competent 
singer. 

With the organ-guitar blend there is an 

affinity to the Tornados. But not the 
originality. 

With so little beat music on tape, the 
Newcastle company, which issued it, 
Graphic Sound, should be happy. Liver- 
pool is not the only city with pop talent. 
A SHOT OF RHYTHM AND BLUES. 

The New Vikings. Northern Stars (SC 
0003). 33 ips, mono. 
The Beatles have a shot of rhythm and 

blues in them. They dominated 1963's pop 
music, but them apart, the trend was to 
r. & b.. particularly as the year closed. 

It was usually heard a little more force- 
ful than on this record, although Mobile 
Alabama, Money and Talkin' About You 
gives full value. 

The shot misfires with a much too pretty 
Summer Place and Oeadwood Stage—a one- 
time Doris Day hit, and not rhythm and 
blues. 
GATHER ROUND. Tennessee Ernie Ford. 

WRC (TT3I6), 33 ips. mono, 29s. 
The distinctive powerful bass of Tennes- 

see Ernie in a recital of country blues and 
the like in a bumper collection of eighteen 
songs. 

Despite the basic solemnity of Ford's 
material he has a characteristic light touch 
to save it from becoming banal. 

There's the occasional bright song—such 
as the frankly pop Pretty Little Piiik. But 
my highlight is the whimsical My Grand, 
father's Clock. 

Intriguing backings vary from guitar only 
to screaming brass and girl choirs. 

The Uipes reviewed this month arc issued b> the 
folloHiDK companies: 

" CronnTclclape Ltd.. 33, Edgwarc Road, 
Marble Arch, London. W.2. 

" Northern Stars "s Graphic Sound Ltd.. 37. 
Jesmond Road. Ncwcaslle-upon-Tjne. Northum- 
berland. 

"WRC": World Record Club. Box II. Park- 
bridge House, The Little Green. Richmond. Surrey. 

TUTOR-TAPES AVAILABLE 

AT REDUCED PRICES 
Elemenlarv Courses—£2 10s. 

(33 i.p.s.) 
Comprehensive Courses—£5 

(33 i.p.s.) 
Prices include one copy of 

handbook 
Full details sent on request. Free demon- 

stration at our premises. 
TUTOR-TAPE CO. LTD. 
2 REPLINGHAM ROAD, LONDON. S.W.I8 

(Opposite Southfields Station) Tel: VAN 8787 

ARMCHAIR TRAVEL 

r 
-■ • 

-1/ 

T 

' - 

M'lA! m 
i H'ti-1H 

with Worldwide Tapetalk 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST & FRIENDLIEST 

TAPE EXCHANGE. 
S.A.E. for details to — WORLDWIDE TAPETALK (T.R.M.) 

35, THE GARDENS, HARROW, MIDDLESEX. 
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YOUR LOCAL 

DEALER 

In this feature you 
can check your nearest 
dealer who is a hi-fi 
specialist giving expert 
attention to tape equip- 
ment. 

LONDON 

HI-FI CENTRE 
Branch of KINGS ELECTRONICS 

178, HIGH STREET, E.I7 

Walthamstow's Leading 
Stockist of all makes of 

TAPE RECORDERS 
AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, etc. 

Free Demonstration in the 
comfort of your own home 

'PHONE AMH 6242 or COP 4488 

e Clectxonicd 

THE TAPE RECORDER 8 HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
400, EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.2 
London's leading Stockists of High- 
Fidelity and Audio Equipment. Many 
Bargains in new and reconditioned 

Equipment 
SEND FOR FREE LISTS OF RECORDING 
TAPES, RECORDERS, AMPLIFIERS. ETC. 

Ml Machines demonstrated for performance on Record 
and Playback. All leading makes of Hi-Fi equipment 

from stock 
PADDINGTON 5521 

TAPE RECORDER HIRE 
ic TAPE TO DISC 78 & LP 

RECORDING STUDIO 
★ TAPE RECORDER 

REPAIRS 
* SALES—EXCHANGES 

MAGNEGRAPH 

1, Hanway Place, London, W.l. 
Tel.: LANgham 2156 

TWO NEW 

UNITS BY 

TRIPLETONE 
ANEW stereo control pre-amplifier has 

been introduced by Tripletone. The 
new unit, SCP2, has inputs available for 
pick-up, tape recorder, and radio in stereo 
or mono, selection being made by a six 
position front panel switch which also en- 
ables a filler position to be selected. 

The filter gives a steep slope high fre- 
quency roll-off. Boost and cut is provided 
on all three treble, middle and bass tone 
controls which can be varied independently 
on each channel. Accurate balance between 
channels can be achieved, and the unit can 
be used as an electronic crossover unit. A 
neon indicator is incorporated. 

The facia plate is in a " coffee and 
cream" colour combination with gold 
trimmed continental styled knobs. 

Technical specifications include a quoted 
frequency response ± 1 dB. from 30-20.000 
cps; hum and noise, —62 dB; distortion. 
0.05 per cent; negative feedback, 25 dB. 
Sensitivity for 500 mV is: Disc, 80 mV into 
2 M ohms: radio, 200 mV into 100 K ohms; 
and tape. 80 mV into 100 K ohms. The bass 
control is continuously variable from +18 
dB to — 18dB at 30 cps; middle control 
from +.12 dB to — I2dB at 400 cps; and 

treble control from +18dB to — 18dB at 
10,000 cps. The tape output is 500 mV into 
100 K ohms +1 dB 30-20,000 cps. 

Guaranteed for twelve months, the Triple- 
tone SCP2 (illustrated above) measures 11 x 
34 x 24 inches, uses two ECC83 valves, and 
costs £10 18s. 9d. 

Another recent introduction is their new 
stereo 8-8 two-unit amplifier. The new 
unit (illustrated below) has inputs for tape 
recorder, pick-up and radio in stereo and 

4L 

mono. The desired use being selected by 
a six-position front panel switch which also 
enables a filter position to be selected. 

The Tripletone Stereo 8-8 has a total 
power output of sixteen watts and matching 

facilities for 2-3 ohms and 15 ohms as 
desired. All controls arc on the separate 
pre-amplifier unit, which facilitates mount- 
ing even in the most awkward places. 

The quoted frequency response is 
30-20,000 ± I dB; hum and noise is rated 
at —65 dB referred to eight watts; and dis- 
tortion is given as 0.2 per cent. Sensitivity 
for eight watts per channel is tape (80 mV 
into 100 K ohms); disc (80 mV into 2 M 
ohms), and radio (22 mV into 100 K ohms). 
Continuously variable tone controls are 
available for treble (+18 dB to —18 dB at 
10,000 cps); middle (+12 dB to -12 dB at 
400 cps), and bass (+18 dB to —18 dB at 
30 cps). 

The valves are two ECC83, four ECL86 
and one EZ81. The main chassis measures 
12 x 6 x 5i inches, and the pre-amplifier 
chassis measures 11 x 34 x 24 inches. The 
price is £25 18s. 9d. 

Tripletone Manufacturing Co. Limited, 
241a, The Broadway, Wimbledon, London. 
S.W.I9. 

BAIRD ANNOUNCE 

FIRST 

TAPE RECORDER 
BAIRD, the first name in television, 

announces the introduction into its wide 
range of products of the Tapemaster Twin 
tape recorder (illustrated below). The 
Model 280 is a single-speed recorder incor- 
porating the BSR Monardeck. 

Accommodation for 54-inch spools is 
available, allowing a playing time of up to 
14 hours for each of its two tracks, using 
double-play tape at 34 ips. 

Supplied complete with a high-gain crystal 
microphone, the 280 features a magic eye 
recording level indicator, an automatic 
safety lock against accidental erasure and a 

.-I 

& 

digital rev. counter. Sockets are supplied 
for an extension loudspeaker and radio 
input. Other features include an 8 x 3-inch 
elliptical loudspeaker and a combined tone 
control. 

It measures 144 x 12 x 5 inches. The price 
is 22 guineas. 

Baird Television, Seymour Mews House, 
Wigmore Street, London. W.I. 
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LATEST MODEL 

BY 

FERGUSON 

ANEW recorder, model 3204, is 
announced by Ferguson. It is a two 

speed, four-track recorder, incorporating the 
de-luxe FTD4 tape deck designed by 
Ferguson. 

Quoted frequency response at the top 
speed of 3} ips is 80-10,000 cps +5dB, at 
1J ips it is 80-5.000 cps ±5dB. Signal-to- 
noise ratio is given as 40 dB. with wow and 
flutter better than 0.2 per cent rms. 

The 3204 will accommodate up to 5J-inch 
spools. Maximum playing time per track, 
using long-play tape, is just over two hours. 

Among the many features are facilities 
for superimposition, monitoring through the 
built-in 7 x 3y-inch loudspeaker, stereo 
playback with additional amplifier, remote 
control operation from the crystal micro- 
phone, straight-through amplification, syn- 

chronisation with film projector, pause 
control, safety erase lock, automatic tape 
end stop, digital rev. counter, and a magic 
eye recording level indicator. 

Other features include wafer piano key 
controls, fast spooling during rewind, and 
the location of the microphone socket on 
top of the tape deck for easy access. 

The built-in loudspeaker provides a power 
output of three watts, and there is a three 
ohm socket for an extension loudspeaker, as 
well as an external amplifier socket. 

The 3204 measures 13i x 12 x 61 inches, 
and weighs 19 lb. Included in the price of 
33 guineas is an 850 ft. spool of tape, spare 
spool, and radio connecting leads. The 
two-tone blue cabinet has a rear storage 
cabinet for microphone and leads. 

Ferguson Radio Corporation Ltd., Thorn 
House, Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London, 
W.C.2. 

GLOBAL INTRODUCE 

TAPE 

SOUND EFFECTS 

GLOBAL PRODUCTS announce the 
introduction of the first of a new series 

of sound effects on tape. The first tape, 
plays for approx. one hour and is available 
at either 7i- ips (42s, 0d.), or 3J ips (32s. 8d.). 
The contents include a bath sequence, aero- 
plane. waterfall, main line express, fire 
sequence, among the forty-odd items. A 
further tape, " Sound Effects No. 2 " is being 
prepared. This is to include low flying air- 
craft and unique air raid warning siren 
sounds. 

Two other items have also been an- 
nounced by Global. First is the Bulk Tape 
Eraser Mk 2, illustrated above, a larger and 

improved version of the Mk 1 announced 
in our August issue. The new model operates 
from AC mains, 100-250 volts, and has a 
red neon indicator which lights when the 
eraser is in use. The reel of tape being 
erased can be placed on a flat non-metallic 
surface, or held in the hand. The eraser is 
switched on at a distance of three feet from 
the tape, moved slowly towards the tape, 
held there for 15 seconds and then slowly 
withdrawn again. The procedure should be 
repeated on the reverse side of the tape reel. 

for complete erasure of the tape. Like its 
smaller version, the Mk 2 may also be used 
to de-magnetise tape heads. 

The third new Global product is a tape 
splicing block. All metal, and some five 
inches in length, the " Tape Splicing Block " 
has right-angle and oblique cutting slots, 
and clamps to hold the tape in the channel. 

Fixing holes are provided to mount the 
block on to a wood base, or to a recorder. 
The price is 15s. 6d. 

Global Products, 13, Stanley Street, Roth- 
well. Northamptonshire. 

ANOTHER RECORDER 

FROM 

KOLSTER-BRANDES 

KOLSTER-BRANDES LTD. have an- 
nounced a new twin-track recorder, the 

WT 20. Their latest model has the single 
speed of 3j ips, and accommodation for up 
to 5i-inch spools. Maximum playing time 
available, per track, using long-play tape, is 
64 minutes. 

Among the features are facilities for mix- 
ing. straight-through amplification, magic 

eye recording level indicator, combined lone 
control, and an extension speaker socket 
(3-5 ohms). The built-in loudspeaker, a 
7 x 3J inch unit, handles an output of two 
watts. 

The WT 20 measures 16 x 12 x 6 inches, 
and weighs 19 lb. Included in the price of 
24 guineas is a crystal microphone. 

Kolsler-Brandes Limited, Foolscray, Kent. 
(More " New Products " on page 32) 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

LONDON 

Centre 

of Sound 

West London's Hi-Fi Tape Recorder Specialist 
—Demonstration Room with Comparator 

APPOINTED FERROGRAPH DEALER 

AT 

CHISWICK, W.4 
Accessories, All Kinds—Servicing—Pre-Rccorded 

Tapes Mono/Stereo 
121-123 High Road—10 a.m.—7 p.m. 

A TEL : CHI 2082 ► 
(not closed for lunch) 

SHEEN — 
TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE 

— The Centre for — 
FRIENDLY HELP—SALES—SERVICE 

DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME—ALL PRE- 
RECORDED TAPES—STEREO—MONO 

LANGUAGES—DANCE—JAZZ—SHOWS 
CLASSICS, etc.—2 and 4 TRACK—STOCKISTS 

OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF RECORDERS 
AND HI-FI—Add sound to your movies with 

Synchrodek—WE ARE STOCKISTS OF 
SYNCHRODEK 

TERMS—EXCHANGES, ETC., 
8 STATION PARADE, SHEEN LANE 

SHEEN, LONDON, S.W.I4 
(Opposite Monlake Station, S.R.) 
Showroom: PROspect 0985 

10 a.m.—7 p.m. 

THE SOUTH 

HAMILTOX 

ELECTRONICS 

HIGH FIDELITY 
TAPE RECORDERS 

35 LONDON ROAD 

SOUTHAMPTON 
TELEPHONE 28622 

SOUTHAMPTON 

Tape Recorder Specialists 
APPROVED AGENTS FOR:— 

PHILIPS - GRUNDIG - FERROGRAPH 
VORTEXION, ETC. 

• ALL MAKES OF TAPE RECORDERS SUPPLIED 
0 ACCESSORIES AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
• PART EXCHANGES AND SECOND-HAND 

MACHINES 
0 PROMPT AND SKILLED SERVICING 

RECORDING MACHINES LTD. 
4 New Road, Southampton 

Telephone: 27092 

Masseys 
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WOK3R LOCAL 

dealer 

In this feature you 
can check your nearest 
dealer who is a hi-fi 
specialist giving expert 
attention to tape equip- 
ment. 

THE SOUTH 

P TAPE RECORDERS 
(Bournemouth) (Exeter) 

LTD 
Southern England's 
Biggest Centres for 

PHILIPS . FERROGRAPH 
GRUNDIG . TELEFUNKEN 
AND ALL LEADING MAKES 

Accessories by return Call, write or phone 

THE TAPE RECORDER PEOPLE 
874 Christchurch Rd.. BOURNEMOUTH Tel. 45094 

3 Seamoor Road. WESTBOURNE Tel. 64292 
I Sidwell Street, EXETER Tel. 75779 

(9 1 

BRENELL 

WORTHING TAPE 
RECORDER CENTRE 

22 New Broadway, West Worthing, Sussex 
TAPE AND HI-FI SPECIALISTS 
Agents for Vortexion, Ferrograph, 
Fi-Cord, Truvox, Philips, Revox, 
Butoba, Wyndsor, Elizabethan, 
Brenell, Loewe-Opta, Grundig, 
Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Shirley, 
S.T.C., Reslo. 
REPAIRS. TERMS. EXCHANGES. 

Telephone: WORTHING 9260 

SCOTLAND 

GLASGOW 

Tape Recorder Specialists 
APPROVED AGENTS FOR:— 

PHILIPS - GRUNDIG - FERROGRAPH 
VORTEXION. ETC. 

• ALL MAKES OF TAPE RECORDERS SUPPLIED 
• ACCESSORIES AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
• PART EXCHANGES AND SECONO-HAND 

MACHINES 
• PROMPT AND SKILLED SERVICING 

RECORDING MACHINES LTD. 
60 ST. VINCENT STREET. GUSGOW, C2 

Telephone: City 3847,8 

NEW PRODUCTS 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO 

ANNOUNCE 

NEW TUNER RANGE 

(Continued from page 31) 
30-10,000 cps when fed into 5 M ohms. A 
ceramic version is available with similar 
characteristics, except that the output is 6 dB 
lower. 

Cosmocord Limited, Eleanor Cross Road, 
Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire. 

Armstrong audio ltd. announce 
the introduction of three high fidelity 

luner-amplifiers. 
First of their three new units is 

Ihe 227 AM-FM stereo tuner-amplifier 
(illustrated below). Selling at £48 15s., this 
provides twenty watts output and covers 
the FM and medium wavebands. It is 
designed to accommodate the new high- 
quality ceramic pick-ups such as the Decca 
Deram. The 227 M is a mono version of the 
227. and sells at £33 18s. 

The 226 AM-FM stereo tuner-amplifier, 
price £56, is basically the same as the above 
units, but with the additional sensitivity 
required for magnetic pick-ups. It also 
incorporates treble filter, tape monitor inputs 
and switched loudness compensation. 

The two stereo models have full provision, 
including space on the chassis, for adding a 
stereo multiplex decoder when regular stereo 
transmissions begin. 

Also recently introduced by Armstrong 
are a range of separate amplifiers and tuners. 

These are the 222 integrated stereo ampli- 
fier, price £27 10s., which proyides twenty 
watts output; the 224 FM tuner, price 
£22 10s., with two IF stages, iimiter stage 

93 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 

HIGH 

STABILITY RESISTORS 

CLAIMED as the world's smallest high 
stability resistors arc the type which have 

been introduced in Ihe UK by G. A. Stanley 
Palmer, 

The resistors, illustrated below, are avail- 
able with tolerances of ten and twenty per 
cent. They measure approx. 2 mm. long by 

lul U 

I| |.u .. 'in i; 
i 1 

.... N 
i 

:::: 

ii' —u 
... ill! liii i i 

m 
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and Foster Seeley discriminator, which pro- 
vides a sensitivity of 1.5 mV and has twin 
variable outputs for future stereo radio. 
Tuning is by meter. 

The 223 AM-FM tuner, price £28 15s., is 
of the same specification and styling as the 
224 with the addition of the medium wave- 
band. 

Also announced are restyled versions of 
the A20 and PCU25 stereo pre-amplifiers. 
These are the 220 stereo power amplifier, 
price £24 12s., and 225 stereo pre-amplifier, 
price £22 18s. 

Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, 
Holloway, London, N.6. 

MORE MICROPHONES 

BY 

COSMOCORD 
TWO new microphone inserts from 

Cosmocord arc the Mic 61 magnetic 
microphone and the Mic 49 crystal micro- 
phone. which can also be fitted with a 
ceramic element. 

The Mic 61 is a moving iron unit 
developed for use in transistorised hearing 
aids. It can be fitted to Ihe Acos Mic 40. 
Mic 60 and Mic 55 microphones. The 
impedance is 2,000 ohms, and the output 
— 78 dB ref. IV/dyne/cm. 

The Mic 49 insert is used in Ihe Mic 60 
stick microphone and the Mic 55 lapel 
microphone. The output is 58 dB ref. 
IV/dyne/cm, and the frequency response is 

I mm. in diameter, and the production range 
is 100 ohms to 220 K ohms. 

C. A. Stanley Palmer & Company Limited 
(GASP), Maxwell House, Arundel Street, 
London, W.C.2. 

BELLING AND LEE 

INCREASE 

THEIR PLUG RANGE 
A TINY r.f. co-axial connector (-(--inch 

diameter) is one of a large range of 
miniature plugs and sockets produced by 
Microdot Inc., and distributed in the UK, 
Australia and New Zealand by Belling and 
Lee Ltd. 

In addition to standard sizes of co-axials, 
there is now also extensive series of screened 
multi-pole plugs and sockets. These are 
available with up to 61 power or 19 co-axial 
poles, or any combination of these, con- 
tained in a housing only one inch in 
diameter. 

Fool-proof instant lock or release mating 
mechanism is one of the features of the 
new range. 

Belling and Lee Ltd., Great Cambridge 
Road, Enfield, Middlesex. 

SAJA ANNOUNCE 

THEIR 

NEW AGENTS 
THE Tape Recorder Centre (Blackpool) 

announce that they are now the sole UK 
agents for the Saja tape recorders, manu- 
factured in South Germany. 

A comprehensive selection of all spares 
for Ihe Saja range is held by this company, 
and orders received will be met by return 
post. 

The Tape Recorder Centre (Blackpool), 
266, Waterloo Road, Blackpool. Lancashire. 
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AUDIX INTRODUCE 

NEW 

HI-FI RANGE 

ANEW range of Audix Modular 
Amplifier equipment is announced. 

Designed to meet every requirement, the new 
assemblies are claimed to be the most 
advanced equipment of its type. They can 
be easily installed in any combination of 
up to six units in a standard assembly and 
up to 14 as a maximum. 

The transistorised pre-amplifiers operate 
from a supply within the main power 
amplifier. They are for microphone, tape, 
radio, gramophone, etc. The combining unit 
(illustrated below) into which all module 
pre-amplifiers are coupled is equipped with 
a master gain control and treble and bass 
tone controls. This unit, along with pre- 
amplifier stages, is being marketed in a 
self-contained cabinet operated by either an 
integrated mains operated power supply or 
from external dry battery. 

Power amplifiers of 15, 30, 60 and 120 
watts are designed to operate with the mixing 

a a CJ a Q 

assemblies and can be either mounted in a 
console cabinet or in standard 19-inch 
racking. 

The tape input unit (TU/1) is designed 
for use where it is required to mix tape 
recorder outputs with other input channels 
and for use with all standard tape output 
conditions. Termination is by a two-contact 
jack socket. The quoted frequency response 
is 30-20,000 cps, with signal-to-noise ratio 
given as better than —70 dB. Sensitivity is 
0.25 volts, and the input impedance is 
250,000 ohms. 

Microphone units (MU/30 and MU/200) 
for input impedances of 30 and 200 ohms 
respectively are also available. Sensitivity 
is given as belter than 150 microvolts and 
300 microvolts for the two units, with signal- 
to-noise ratio rated at better than —65 dB 
and frequency response as 30-20,000 cps 
± 1 dB. 

Prices and further specifications on the 
other units are available direct from the 
manufacturers. 

Audix II.B. Limited, Stansted, Essex. 

NEW TAPE 

FROM 

AMERICA 

Mylar (1.800 ft.), 15s. Seven-inch reels: 
Standard Mylar (1.200 ft.), I2s. 6d.; Long- 
play Mylar (1.800 ft.), 20s.; and Double-play 
Mylar (2,400 ft.), 25s. 

G. W. Smith & Co. (Radio) Limited, 
3, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. 

S.T.C. MICROPHONES 

FOR 

DOMESTIC USE 

STANDARD TELEPHONES & CABLES 
have introduced a new high quality 

microphone aimed at the popular market. 
The new unit, the STC 4118 is a moving coil 
microphone retailing at £4 19s. 6d. It weighs 
2^ ounces and is suitable for use in the hand 
or as a neck microphone. A stand is also 
available. 

Two versions are available. One of 
200 ohms and the other 50,000 ohms 
impedance. The quoted frequency response 
is 100-10,000 cps+ 4 dB. 

Standard Telephones & Cables Limited, 
Electro-Mechanical Division. Temple Fields, 
Mar tow, Essex. 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 

FROM 

K.LB. ELECTRIC 

K.L.B, announce the introduction of a 
simple, inexpensive transistor tester 

designated the "Transistor Check." As its 
name implies, this instrument is not a com- 
prehensive analyser, but is intended for use 
by service engineers and maintenance tech- 
nicians to locate a transistor failure in 
equipment that has developed a fault. 

The pocket-sized instrument has recessed 
controls to prevent accidental battery drain. 
AC gain is measured, and indication of a 

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD. 
announce the availability of the 

American-manufactured Lafayette magnetic 
recording tape. 

At present only five- and seven-inch spool 
sizes are available, 5i-inch reels will be 
introduced shortly. 

The reels of standard acetate tape are 
supplied in 600 and 900 ft. lengths on a five- 
inch reel at 8s. 6d. and 10s. respectively. 
Long-play acetate (1,800 ft.) on a seven-inch 
spool costs 15s. 

Other tapes are; Five-inch reels: Long- 
play Mylar (1,200 ft.), I2s. 6d.; Double-play 

good transistor is shown on a miniature cold 
cathode tube. 

Both P.N.P. and N.P.N. transistors can 
be accommodated; wire ended types can be 
inserted directly into the sockets, whilst 
special plugs are provided with the unit to 
allow extension leads to be used for 
in-circuit checks where required. The price 
is £4 12s. 6d. 

K.L.B. Electric Limited, Holloway Engi- 
neering Works, Parkhurst Road, London. 
N.7. 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

MIDLANDS 

Audio Electronics 

(Midlands) Ltd. 

Specialists in Dictation Mcs., Tape 
Recorders, Inter-Com., Tapes and 

Accessories 

Full After Sales Service on all Equipment 
PHILIPS, GRUNDIG, TRUVOX, 

ELIZABETHAN. ETC. 

203 STAFFORD STREET, 
WALSALL. Tel.: 21086 

SOUND BUSINESS 

Specialists in 
Sound Reproducing Equipment 
Stockists of Butoba, Grundig, Sony, 

Tandberg, Vortexion, etc. 
Backed by a 

First-Class Service Department 

TYSONIC 
W. M. Tyson, M.Brit.l.R.E. 

41 Russell St., Leamington Spa 
phone 24935 

THE NORTH 

CUSSINS & 

LIGHT LTD. 
YORK'S LEADING RADIO 
TV & ELECTRICAL STORE 
Visit our First Floor TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE 
LARGEST RANGE 
OF RECORDERS 
& ACCESSORIES 
IN THE NORTH 
KING'S SQ. 

YORK 

TEL. 
55666 

mmm 

TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE (Halifax) 

stock all the best tape re- 
corders and hi-fi equipment. 
Agents for Revox, Tandberg, 
Ferrograph, etc. Demonstra- 
tions by expert staff. Two years' 
free service on recorders over 

£35. 

30 King Cross St.. Halifax. Phone 66832 
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THE JAY WILLIAMS MAIL ORDER SERVICE NOW OFFERS 

TAPES BY RETURN 

^ Jay Williams full guarantee 
% Free Postage 
% Free—Tape Library Index with every order 
^ Free—Recording Manual with orders over 40s. 

FOR A "TAPE BY RETURN" POST YOUR COUPON TODAY 

BASF 
NORMAL RETAIL PRICES 
magnetophonband 

"I 

3in. 
4jn. 
Sin. 
SJIn. 
7in. 

STANDARD PLAY 
150ft. 716 
300ft. 13/6 
600ft. 21/- 
900ft. 28/- 
1200ft. 35/- 

LONG PLAY 
3in. 210ft. 9/- 

450ft. 14/6 
900ft. 28/- 
1200ft. 35/- 
I800fc. 50/- 

4in. 
Sin. 
5Jin. 
7in. 

DOUBLE PLAY 
3in. 300ft. 14/- 
4in. 
Sin. 
SJin. 
7in. 

600ft. 25/- 
1200ft. 42/- 
1800ft. 55/- 
2400ft. 77/6 

TRIPLE PLAY 
3in. 450fi. 22/- 
4in. 900fi. 39/- 
5in. 1800't. 66/- 
SJin. 2400ft. 90/- 
7in. 3600ft. 115/- 

all standard BASF accessories. 
R I 
H I 

J. WILLIAMS & CO. 208 Hagley Road, Birmingham 16 | 

/ enclose remuiance for £ s. a. ' 

NAME  

ADDRESS . 

I 
—I 

SCOTCH <fi ZONAL Tapes, Record players. Tape Recorders and accessories 
also at current prices. 

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE. C.W.O. post free. C.O.D.4 '- extra 

m 

5 to every sound 

Lilce the ears of a 
wary fox. the Grampian 

DP4 microphone is 
sensitive to an 
extremely wide range 

of sounds. With its 
uniform frequency 

response from 50 to 
15.000 c/s. the reliable, 

medium-priced DP4 
will greatly improve 

the standard of 
your recordings. 

[Cjram pi anj OP4 

— also for broadcasting, public address and 
call svstems 
Low Iropedence microphone complete with con- 
nector and 18 ft. screened lead ca.o.o 
Medium and high Impedance models £9.0.0 
A complete range of stands, swivel holders and 
other accessories is available. 

GRAMPIAN—sounds like the reel thing! 
Wrilt or phone for iUusheled leaflets: 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD 
H.i*v.vc'lh Tr.:d;nfi F-.l'ivr*, Mitfck'V'*. Fnllhjin Jos' 

FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS AND HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS 

THE RECORDER CO ► 

76a iesf mchines on advantageous fenns 

Deposit 12 Monthly 
Payments 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Sony TC 500 ... 
Ferrograph 424 
Grundig TK46 
Telefunken 97 
Sony 464 CS ... 
Siemens Mod. 12 
Philips EL3S34 

... II 6 

... II 12 

... 10 12 

... 10 0 
... 10 0 
... 9 16 
... 9 16 

8 6 8 
8 13 2 
7 15 7 7 9 7 
7 7 10 
7 9 5 
7 4 8 

2-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Brenell STB I ... 12 0 0 9 0 0 
Ferrograph 422 ... 11 12 0 8 13 2 
Telefunken 98 ... 10 0 0 7 9 7 

MAINS TWIN-TRACK 
Brenell 5 Type "M" 
Ferrograph 5A/N 
Telefunken 85 
Grundig TK4I 
Brenell 5/2 (Motor) 
Brenell 5/2 
Reps RIO 
Telefunken 95 
Truvox 92 
Grundig TKI8 
Truvox R62 ... 
Grundig TKI4 Wyndsor Trident 
Elizabethan LZ30 
Ferguson 3200 

H.P. also over 18 and 24 months 

Cash 
Price 
Gns. 

106 
110 
99 
95 
94 
93 
92 

£120 
NO 
95 

9 5 0 6 18 7 88 8 19 0 6 13 10 85 
8 15 0 6 10 8 83 8 0 0 5 17 II 75 7 15 6 S 16 7 74 7 5 0 5 8 8 69 6 4 0 4 12 II 59 
6 4 0 4 12 II 59 7 5 0 5 8 8 69 4 2 0 3 1 5 39 4 2 0 3 1 5 39 
3 13 6 2 IS 2 35 3 10 0 2 II II 33 3 7 3 2 10 5 32 2 16 6 2 0 10 26 

Deposit 
£ s. d. 

4-TRACK MONAURAL 
Grundig TK40 
Truvox R92   
Reps RIO   
Fidelity Major de Luxe 
Philips EL3549 
Grundig TK23 
Philips EL354I/H 
Truvox R64   Elizabethan LZ29 ... 
Philips EL354I 
Ferguson 3202 
Philips "Star Maker" 
BATTERY 
Uher 4000S   
Ficord 202 
Butoba MT5  
Stuzzi Magnette 
Optacord414Bal., Mains 
Grundig TK6 ... 
Philips EL3586 

TWIN-TRACK 
PD.82 Standard 
PD.87 Stereo... 
FOUR-TRACK 
PD.84 Standard 
PD.86 Stereo... 

12 Monthly 
Payments 

£ s. d. 
Cash 
Price 
Gns. 

8 0 0 5 17 II 75 
7 5 0 5 8 8 69 
7 5 0 5 8 8 69 
3 13 6 2 15 2 35 
6 12 0 4 17 6 62 
4 IS 0 3 10 10 45 
4 12 0 3 5 10 42 
4 2 0 3 1 5 39 
4 0 0 2 19 10 38 
3 15 8 2 16 9 36 
3 10 0 2 II II 33 
2 16 9 2 2 7 27 

9 16 0 7 6 5 93 
7 0 0 5 3 10 66 
7 0 0 5 3 10 66 
6 4 0 4 12 II 59 
4 19 0 3 14 0 47 
6 17 0 5 2 4 65 
2 12 6 1 19 5 25 

"0 m UNITS 
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 4 4 0 3 3 0 42 
6 6 0 4 14 6 63 

4 12 0 3 9 0 46 
6 6 0 4 14 6 63 

FREE DELIVERY 
PART EXCHANGE 

THE RECORDER CO. 

SONY 

TC-500 

Price 

106 gns. 
Deposit £11 6 0 

12 Monthly Payments £8 6 

[■freMonrtk 

\ tnW 
-•■CpoF, 

4 

Complete 4-track Stereophonic and Monophonic Tape 
Recording System % 2 full-range, balanced satellite spea- 
ker systems % Sound on sound recording % Capable 
of operation in either vertical or horizontal positions 0 
Separate Mic/Aux level controls for mix recording 0 2 
professionally calibrated VU meters 0 Complete with 2 
SONY F-87 cardioid dynamic microphones. 

Open Saturday 6 p.m.—Friday 6-30 p.m. 
If unable to call, write for free brochure, or send deposit now for quick delivery 

INTEREST FREE TERMS ■HPWWWWeVMPWHr 

We will be pleased to Demonstrate this 
fine Model or send full details. 

(Dept. T) 188, WEST END LANE, 
WEST HAHPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6 

Telephone: SWI 4977 
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News from the Clubs 
o 

CATFORO 
Recent meetings of the Caiford club 

members included a talk and practical 
demonstration of machine maintenance, 
given by John Porter, and the com- 
pilation of an hour's entertainment for 
the local Old People's Home. They 
have also had an evening devoted to 
practical session on dubbing and an cntcrtaininK programme which included 
the playback of a fictitious " Old 
Folk's Tape " in mono and stereo. 

Earlier, the Caiford members were 
hosts to the clubs at Hcthnal Green. 
Ilford. and Walihamstow for a round 
table discussion. Over thirty persons 
took part and were entertained for 
the first half of the evening by a film 
of a holiday in Jersey, culminating with the Battle of the Flowers. Lasting 
thirty minutes, this was made more 
interesting by having an unsynchoniscd 
sound track of music and sound clTecis. 

Plans arc now in hand to relay a 
Christmas service from a local church 
to the patients of Lewisham Hospital. 
This will be done " live " on the first 
Sunday after Christmas. 

Secretary: H. If, niakeiiey. 246, 
Ardgowon Read. Caiford, London. 
S.E.6. 
GREAT YARMOUTH 

News of a new club is received from 
Norfolk where the Great Yarmouth 
group has been formed. Interested persons arc invited to contact the sec- 
retary. G. M. Wykes. 7. The Pastures. 
Gorleston, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. 
I.T.C.S. 

The International Tape and Cine 
Society recently celebrated the first 
anniversary of its formation. Tape ex- 
changes arc the main activity of this 
club, with round-robins. magazine tapes, and films being exchanged at 
regular intervals. Members arc resident 
in Australia. Canada. New Zealand. 
USA, South Africa, and the UK, 

A change of secretary is announced 
with Roger Piric replacing the club's 
first official and founder Victor Bull. 

In the fifth edition of their club 
magazine. Tape and Cine Reel, which 
is circulated free, the new secretary 
lists the sound cfTccts available to mem- 
bers. together with a number of tape 
publications available from their library. 
Yearly membership is 7s. 6d. 

Secretary: Roger Piric, S3, Warrens 
Hall Road, Dudley. Worcestershire. 
LEEDS 

A change of venue and a change of secretary is announced for the Leeds 
club where Mr. Turner has resigned. 
The club now functions with Mr. W. H. Rowe at the reins, and meets at 
the Ashley Road Methodist Centre. 
Leeds 9. 

At a recent meeting of the club, 
chairman Mr. Plant used two Rcvox 
recorders and a Butoba battery machine 
to provide a programme of musiQae concrite. Mr. Sclby-Smith later gave 
a demonstration of his Planet UI tape 
deck, when the Leeds members were 
joined by members from the Huddcrs- 
field club. 

At a later meeting treasurer Mr. 
Crosslcy presented a coloured tape/ 
slide show of his visit to the Isle of 
Man. He used two projectors and a 
Fcrrograph recorder for his highly en- 
tertaining show which included a 
summer scene transformed into winter 
and back into summer. 

Other activities of the club have in- 
cluded the construction of a studio in 
their new headauarters, and location 
recording for their programmes pro- 
duced with the assistance of a local 
hospital services organisation. 

Lined up for the future are pro- 
grammes on how microphones work 

(January 3), and sound and cine (Janu- 
ary 17). December 20 was the dale set 
for their annual parly. 

Secretary: W. H. Rowe. 34, Bristol 
Road. Leeds 7. Yorkshire. 
NORTH LONDON 

Mr. Timothy Eckcrsky. Assistant 
Head of BBC Programme Operations 
(Recording) was the guest during one 
of the October meetings of the North 
London tape club. He played extracts 
of dozens of famous voices from the 
BBC archives, including Churchill re- ferring to " our finest hour." a two- 
year-old boy's impressions reading from 
Yeats, and a girl speaking about her 
time in Auschwitz. John Bcticman 
and the Goons also featured in his talk. 

For an earlier meeting members 
travelled to London's Huston station 
where enthusiastic drivers encouraged 
their trains to sound louder and better 
lor the members' microphones. Record- ings of many of the steam trains were 
collected on four battery portable 
recorders. Other meetings have included 
a maintenance session on Brencll and Ferguson recorders; and the work of 
an audio oscillator which was described 
by vice-chairman Keith Parker. He 
also demonstrated an oscillator which 
he had built himself. A large-scale reorganisation scheme 
for the Enficld Tape News Service is 
planned. This was decided following a 
meeting with the Apollo Blind Club 
who are responsible for the Service's 
finance and transport system. The 
Enfield Microphone a fortnightly sixty- minute news programme for the blind 
now has approx. seventy listeners. 
The committee arc to write to local 
churches and organisations asking for 
further help in transporting tape 
recorders to the homes of the blind 
who wish to hear the programme. One of the November meetings in- 
cluded the presentation of an inscribed 
trophy awarded for the best four-six 
minute tape on the subject of Christmas. 
The club's AGM was held on Decem- 
ber 4. and this was followed a week 
later by their annual party. 

Secretary: Richard Collins on, 30. 
R idler Road. En field. Middlesex. 
PIETERM ARITZBURG 

The latest newsletter from the Pielcrmaritzburg, Natal, tape club be- 
gins this month with a locquacious 
description of the club's part in the 
" Azalea Festival and Audio Fair." 
It describes their apparently fairly gaudy 
float depicting world wide tape cor- respondence. This included members 
and relatives representing various 
countries wearing the relative national 
costumes. I am mystified how they 
dressed the " English gentlemen " who 
features quite often in the story; and 
I am sympathetically amused by the 
removal by an unkown saboteur who 
deleted the •• T" from the banner 
announcing the PMB Tape Club. 

Max Nicholls then describes his 
anguish during a recent holiday when 
he climbed the 9,800 ft. Cathedral 
Peak without a battery portable and 
accordingly missed recording the ex- pert yodelling performed by his Zulu 
guide, as well as perhaps the only 
occasion bagpipes have been played at 
the peak, when a visiting Scotsman 
performed for an audience of two. 

The letter alsb describes the club's 
plan to provide a year's free member- 
ship to anyone introducing three new 
members. 

For their September 25 meeting the 
members were to welcome a visitor 
from the Natal Museum to give a talk 
on the wild life of Natal. Arrange- 
ments were made to record his lecture. 
Second item on the programme was a documentary feature on the Victoria 
Falls. This was provided by Max 
Nicholls. 

Secretary: Tony Hofmeyr, P.O. Box 
273. Pietermari tzburg, Natal, South 
Africa. 
READING 

The new season for the Reading tape 
and cine society began in September. 

To date members have enjoyed a survey 
of available equipment on the cine side, with an exhibition of some of the 
latest devices; a show of members' firs: films; and one evening devoted to a 
showing of the Top 8. which gave the 
cine enthusiasts examples of the 
standards that can be achieved. On the sound side Douglas Noyes 
gave an informative talk on tape 
recorders, and a practical test was made 
on a selection of transistorised battery- 
operatcd machines for comparison. On 
a subsequent evening J. B. Udder 
lectured and demonstrated on stereo recording. 

One of their latest ventures is the production of a film involving the 
entire society. There should be no 
shortage of extras when the cameras 
start rolling on the epic production of 
" The Great Escapade." The membership covers a wide range 
of interests including cine or colour 
slides with sound-track, cine animation 
and cartoons, plus tape recording and 
hi-fi reproduction. 

Secrela/y: T. Fisher. 5, Mapledurham 
Drive. Parley, Reading, Surrey. 
RUGBY 

Latest meeting of the Rugby club 
saw members being entertained to a 
tape recorded account of John 
Bannister's August holiday louring Bel- 
gium. France and Luxembourg. 
Actuality recordings were made through- 
out on a Stuzzi Magnetic and he also 
exposed some fifty colour transparencies. 
These were edited and compiled into a 
two-hour programme, using a Philips 
four-track recorder for the master tape 
Eddie Smith provided the projector and screen, 

A week earlier nine members of the club visited the BBC studios at Birming- 
ham. There they were shown the 
control rooms and given a chance to 
examine the mixing consoles, together 
with ihe studios from which emanate 
The Archers. The members also saw 
the tape library, and an editing room 
which contained a tape machine suit- 
able for four large spools—very helpful 
when editing from more than one tape. 

At an even earlier meeting members 
welcomed along enthusiasts from the Hinckley club. These heard Jack Willis 
present a programme on the old time 
music hall, including such famous 
voices as George Formby, Billy 
Williams. and George Lashwood. 
His programme was followed by 
a Round-Robin tape brought along 
by the Hinckley members. The 
tape comprised such items as talks on the technical aspects of 
tape recording (Stanley Unwin style): 
how not to communicate by tape; a 
holiday in Devon; a selection of music 
by a lady member; and an amusing 
account of a doctor's prescription. Their October 24 meeting included 
tapes, slides and cine film of a Rag 
procession, and the members' visit to the Wild Fowl Trust at Slimbridgc. 

The December 5 meeting was 
scheduled to include a visit by Mr. A. C. Griffith. Recording Manager of 
the World Record Club. A fortnight 
later members were to hold their 
Christmas social meeting. 

Secretary: Mike Brown, 2/9. Clifton 
Road. Dugby, Warwickshire. 
SOUTH AFRICA 

An AGM with a difference was 
scheduled for the members of the Tape Recording and High Fidelity Club of 
South Africa who were promised a 
five-course dinner/dance for their Octo- ber meeting. Guests, limited to two 
per person, were invited to the meeting at which the Chief Engineer of the 
South African Broadcasting Corpora- tion was guest of honour. 

In addition to the " banquet," mem- bers were also promised a floor show 
and dance music " played through a 
high fidelity PA system ofl* professional tape recorders." 

Prior to the occasion members were 
invited to nominate new members for the club council. 

Chairman: Billy Stuart, do P.O. Box 
11326, Johannesburg, South Africa. 

SOUTH DEVON 
A party of members from the South 

Devon club visited the Torquay tele- 
phone exchange and GPO sorting 
office recently. Although not per- 
mitted to make recordings during the 
visit. GPO member Laurie Sweeney 
made a realistic reconstruction after- 
wards in the form of a documentary 
tape. 

On October 9 president Jack Stock- 
man presented a programme of mono 
and stereo tape records from his 
collection. Two Tandberg stereo re- 
corders. and a pair of C.O. Audio 
loudspeakers were used for his demon- 
stration. 

A fairly comprehensive programme of 
events is lined up for members, and 
these are detailed in a programme 
card. Among those listed arc a practi- 
cal session of editing and recording; 
demonstration of loudspeakers and en- 
closures by a local dealer; and the 
fundamentals of good recording dis- 
cussed and demonstrated by Joe Pen- 
gclly. Peter Cox. and John Penty. 

Other items for the future include a 
lightheartcd quiz contest between mem- 
bers and visiting teams from other 
local societies; an cntcrtainmeni pro- 
gramme for the .blind; and a dinner 
and social on January 17. A special 
programme entitled " Natural History 
and Outside Recording," is to be pre- 
sented on January 29. Secretary: Gordon Furneaux 45. 
Kenwyn Road, Torquay, Devon. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
TAPE recorder owners who wish to 

contact others with similar interests, 
to exchange news and views by tape are 
invited to fill in and return the form 
shown on page 38. giving their name, 
age. address, special hobby or interest 
for this section. 

Details given here also include 
speeds and spool size to be used, 
name of recorder, and special area 
to be contacted. 

Bekier, Sam (22), College House. 
Main Road. Roscbank, Cape Town. 
South Africa. Photography, science, 
films, music. 3{. IJ. 15/16 ips. 5- 
inch spool. Uher Universal. 

Bordman. Miss Amy (29). 2. Leb- 
bcrston Gates, Scarborough, Yorkshire. Cine and 35mm photography, light 
music. 3J ips. 5-inch spool. Stella. Bunce. T. F. (30). 28. Lydbrook 
Road, Acklam, Middlesbrough. York- 
shire. Organ music. 3J ips. 51-spool. 
Grundig TK20, Benkson 77. Overseas. 

Cartmell. J. B. (31). 21. Maldon 
Street. Rochdale. Lancashire. Outdoor 
recording, motoring, canoeing. 71, 3J. 
II ips. 7-inch spool. Philips AG8I08. 
EL3585. EL3536; Grundig TKI. UK. 
Male contacts only. Cordier. Miss Pat (38). 79. Elizabeth 
Street. Corby. Northants. Cine and 
still photography. 15, 71. 31. II 15/16 ips. 7-inch spool. Grundig recorder. 
South Africa. 

Crayden. James (42). 60. Rock Road. Sittingbournc, Kent. Theatre, humour, 
sport, popular and light classical music. 
3i ips. 5-inch spool. G.E.C. recorder. 
UK. Europe. 

Fawcll, Harry (25). " Trccway." St. 
Sciriols Road, Llandudno. Caerns.. 
Wales. Aero-modelling, motorcycling, 
music. 7{, 31, 11 ips. 7-inch spool. Reps 10. 

Fink. Tom (36). 1717, North Nor- 
mandie, Hollywood 27. California. 
USA. Physical culture, travel, old 
films (early talkies). 7{. 3}, 1| ips. 7- 
inch spool. Tandberg recorder. Scan- 
dinavia, Holland. 

Fletcher. Bob (20). YMCA, Colston 
Street. Bristol I, Gloucestershire. Ger- 
man language. 31. 11 ips. 51-inch 
spool. Ferguson 3202. Germany, 
Austria, Holland. 

Haricy, Peter (30). 95a. 6ih Street/ 
4ih Avenue. Maitland East CP. RS 
Africa. Travel, history, chess. 71, 31 
ps. 7-inch spool. Sony 464. 

(Continued on page 36) 
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QAMFIED 

ADVERHTC 

Rate—Sixpence per word (minimum 
5s.); Trade, oinepence per word (mini- mum 10s.); box numbers, one shillins 
extra. Payment with copy. Copy 
should be sent to Advertising Depart- 
mant, *' Tape Recording Maga/ine," 7, 
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

TAPE TO DISC 
TAPE-TO-DISC RECORDING SER- 

VICE. All speeds. 50-minutc LPs. 
Photographic sleeves with all record- 
ings.—E.R.S,, 162. Shirland Road. 
London. W.9. 

J. & B. RECORDINGS. Tape/disc. 
Mobile unit. Quality recording. 14. 
Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 
Mitcham 9952. 

JOHN HASSELL RECORDINGS. 
Tape to Disc. Studio and mobile ser- 
vices.—21. Nassau Road, London. 
S.W.13. Riverside 7150. 

TAPE TO DISC RECORDING 
Reduced prices. Finest professional 
quality. 10-inch LP—35s. (32 mins.). 
12-inch LP—40s. (45 mins.). 7-inch EP 
—I7s. 6d, 

48-HOUR POSTAL SERVICE 
S.a.e. for leaflet to Dcroy Sound Ser- 
vice. 52, Hcst Bank Lane. Hest Bank. Lancaster. Tel.: H.B. 2444. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
(Continued from page 35) 

Oliver, David John (20). 100, May 
Lane, Kings Heath, Birmingham 14. 
Gilbert and Sullivan Operas. 7J. 3J, 
IJ ips. 7-inch spool. Elizabethan 
LZ29. Alba RI5. Female contacts 
preferred. 

Shipway, Wilfred H. (42). 94. 
Waterloo Road. Ist floor, Kowloon. 
Hong Kong. 35mm photography, 
travel, rirc-fighting. Budgerigars. 31. 
li Ips. 4-inch spool. Grundig TK6E. 
Overseas, especially Canada. 

Small. Michael (34) 19. Deacon 
Road. Kinson, Bournemouth. Hamp- 
shire. Photography, philately, chess, 
music. 71. 31. 11 ips. 7-inch spool. Philips AG8I09. Civic Major. 

Sulhciiand. Dennis (29). 5, North 
Common Road. Ealing, London. W.5. 
35mm photography, languages, guitar, 
music. 71. 31, 1} ips. 7-inch spool. 
Philips. France. Germany, Italy, 
Spain. 

Taylor, Tony (23). 186. Pcnnymcad. 
Harlow, Essex. Science tiction. trad 
jazz. 31, 11 ips. 3-inch spool. 
Fidelity Argyll Minor. Philips EL3585. 
USA. USSR, Australia. New Zealand. 

Upfold. Arthur E. (46). 20. Branch 
Road, Ilford, Essex. Spanish language, 
travel, musicals. 71, 31. If ips. 7- inch spool. Philips EL3538. 

Walker, Ron (49). 174, Middle- march Road, Radford, Coventry. War- 
wickshire. Outdoor recording.. 31 ips. 
3-inch spool. Watson, Stanley (30). 2, Bunhill 
Road. London. E.C.I. Cine and trans- 
parencies. scootcring. pop music. 71, 
31, 11 ips. 7-inch spool. Reps R10. 
Grundig Cub. Fidelity Playmastcr. 

TAPE RECORDS 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES ON TAPE 

from 38s. 6d. French. Italian, Spanish. 
German, Russian. Full money-back 
guarantee.—S.A.E.. Visaphonc Co. Ltd.. 
28. Brookland Hill. London. N.W.I 1. 

Pre-recorded Study Tapes for Accoun- 
tancy Students. The ideal way to Study 
and Revise. Greatly increased Tape 
Library covers your examination sub- 
jects. Rent or Buy our Tapes and 
save Study Time. Write now for the new Tape Catalogue and free brochure 
" Listen and Learn " to Rent-A-Tapc 
(Recordings) Limited, Northfield Lane. 
Brixham. S. Devon, 

PRE-RECORDED TAPES. Unique 
complete catalogue listing all makes. 
Mono. Stereo, 71 and 31 ips. including 
World Record Club tapes. Call for 
FREE copy or send Is. mailing fee.— 
Dept. T.R.I.. Telctape Ltd.. 33. Edg- 
warc Road. W.2. PAD 1942. 

TAPE RECORDINGS. World- 
famous Hypnotist and Harlcy Street 
Psychoanalyst. W. J. Ousby (Instruc- 
tional recordings). For increasing con- 
fidence and Overcoming Inferiorities. 
Lessening Nervous Tension, also in- 
struction courses on Self-Hypnosis and 
Auto-Suggcsiion. Send name and 
address for list of Mr. Ousby's tape 
recordings. Details sent in plain 
envelope without obligation. W. J. 
Ousby, Home Farm Estate, North- 
church, Bcrkhamsted. Hertfordshire. 

Taped " Sound Effects " No. 1. 
35 Sounds. I Hour. " Light Switch" 
to " Thunder Storm." 31 ips 32s. 8d. 
7} ips 42s. 2 Track Monaural. Global 
Products. 13. Stanley Street, Rothwcll. Northants. 

Walts, Alan (30). 25. Cherrytrec 
Road. Rainham, Kent. Photography, 
art. music. 71, 31 ips. 7-inch spool. 
Truvox recorder. France. 

Wharton. H. W. (36). 2220. Coven- 
try Road. Sheldon. Birmingham 26. 
Warwickshire. Cine and still photo- 
graphy. 3} ips. 7-inch spool. Philips 
recorder. UK. America, Italy. Male 
contacts only. 

Whitlington. Philip (35). 44. Castle 
Street. Barry, Glamorgan. Photography, 
art, music. 31 ips. 51-inch spool. 
Grundig TK23. Wilcock, Thomas (30). 9. Grosvenor 
Crescent. Arkscy, Doncastcr. York- 
shire. Horticulture (orchids and ferns). 
31 ips. 51-inch spool. Grundig TK20, 
Fi-Cord 202. Australia. Hawaii. 

Williams, F. J. (38). 33. Princess 
Street. Wrcxham, Denbighshire. Hymn 
singing. 31 ips. 51-inch spool. Fer- 
guson 442. Canada, Hong Kong. Wilson. Gerald (26). 3. Burdic 
House, Crossway, Edinburgh 9. Scot- 
land. Travel, world affairs. 31 ips. 
51-inch spool. Fidelity Argyll Minor. 
USA (West Coast), Norway. 

Winn, James (34). Temple Watch 
Company, Kimberley House, 14-17. 
Holborn Viaduct. London, ECI. 
Historic buildings, light music. 71, 
31. U ips. 5-ioch spool. Grundig TK20 and Studio four-track. America, 
UK. South Africa. 

Wright. G. (38). 49. Mallhousc 
Road. Portsmouth. Hampshire. Flying saucers. 31 ips. 51-inch spool. Sobell 
recorder. Letters first please. 

Wright. R. (42). 38. Rcynell Road, 
Manchester 13. Lancashire. Photog- 
raphy, tape-play production, rambling, 
football, music. 71, 31, 11 ips. 3-inch 
spool. Collar© Studio, four-track, and 
Ferguson recorder. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
8 mm. Home Movies. Send Is. for 

fully illustrated catalogue. (Dept. 31). 
Mountain Films Ltd., 1. New Burling- 
ton Street, London. W.l. 

Good cash pnccs tor tape recorders 
—Tel: Maryland 5879. (Sec page 5.) 

HIGHEST CASH PRICES offered for good quality Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi. Sec our advert page 43 this 
issue. R.E.W.. 266-8. Upper Tooling 
Road. London. S.W.17. 

LEE ELECTRONICS. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Specialists, can 
now undertake Wow and Flutter Tests 
with their latest " Gaumont Kaicc" 
Wow and Flutter Meter. Test Report 
Supplied. 24-hour Service. Price 25s. 
400, Edgware Road. Paddington. W.2. 
Paddington 5521. 

Personalised gummed address labels 
suitable for " mailers " cost you only 
7s. per hundred, made to your own 
design. Items sent post paid within 
five working days. For information 
or order, please write to: STUDIO 9. 
Fack, Stockholm 10, Sweden. 

Recorder need repairing? Then let 
City and Essex Tape Recorder Centres 
do it for you expertly and economically. 
(Sec page 5.) 

SOUND EFFECTS. 45 r.p.m. EP 
CASTLE & CONTRAST records. 7s. 6d. 
plus 6d, stamp each. Mixed effects. 
Animals. Trains. Electronic Sounds and 
Music, etc. 3d. stamp for list to 
Recorded Tuition Limited. 174. Maybank 
Road. South Woodford. London. E.I8. 

Undcrpillow Speakers. Listen without 
disturbing others. 3 in. x 5 in.. 15 
ohms. £2 I Is. 6d. Timer Unit, designed 
especially for whisper teaching. Famous 
make. Three on/oil periods in 24 hours. 
13 amp. 200/240 v.. comp.. plugs, etc.. 
£6 13s, 3d. " Sleep Learning "—the book essential for all go-ahead people. 
Send 6s. 6d. to York House. Dept. B.. Huddersficld. 

We specialise in Tape Recorder and 
Hi-Fi repairs and offer a speedy service. 
Tclcsonic Limited. 92. Tottenham Court 
Road. London. W.l. MUS 8177. 
Leading Hi-Fi Dealers. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
FRIENDLY FOLK ASSOCIATION. 

Torquay (Est, 1943). Social introduc- 
tions. Pen-friends. Book-lovers. Stamps. 
Photography. Tapesponding. Mem- 
bers 100 countries. 

Make interesting new friends UK and 
overseas, all ages. Join Victory Club. 
34, Honeywell Road. London. S.W.I 1. Details free. Established 20 years. 

SPEAK and LISTEN to the world by 
opening up your own Tape Station! 
Send SAE for particulars to WORLD- 
WIDE TAPE TALK. 35. The Gardens. 
Harrow. Middlesex. 

FOR SALE 
Grundig TK40. Brand new with 

maker's full guarantee. Cost £78 15s. 
accept £59. Box 443. 

STUDIO selling adapted Stereo 
Rcflectograph, with additional monitor heads, erase. STEREO MIXER 6 
mike pan controls. Cecil Sharp House. 2. Regent's Park Road. N.W.I. GUL- 
livcr 2206. 

SITUATIONS 
VACANT 

Service Engineer required. Must 
have knowledge of Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi equipment. Worthing Tape Re- corder Centre. 22, New Broadway. Tar- 
ring Road. West Worthing, Sussex. 
Worthing 9260. 

Keen tape recording enthusiast with 
good shop sales experience required to 
manage new branch of East London 
specialist company. Car essential. 
Excellent wage, commission and pros- 
pects. Reply in writing, stating experi- 
ence to Mr. Allcrhand. City and Essex 
Tape Recorder Centres. 2. Maryland 
Station, Stratford, E.15. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A UNIQUE BUY! Recording tape 

top brand. 51 in., 1,200 ft., 19s. 6d.: 
7 in.. 2,400 ft., D.P.. 28s. 6d. P. & P.. 
Is. 6d. per spool. Bargains in all sizes. 
S.A.E. for list. E. C. Kingsley &. Co.. 
132, Tottenham Court Road. London. 
W.l. EUSton 6500. 

MYLAR TAPE. Example: 7 in. 
2,400 ft.. 22s. 6d. P&P Is. 6d. SAE 
for list. Coles. 12, Montague Road, 
E.ll. 

TAPES POST FREE. High quality 
low price. Long play PVC 4 in. 450 ft. 
8s. 6d.; 5 in. 900 ft. 12s. 6d.: 51 in. 
1.200 ft. 16s.: 7 in. 1.800 ft. 22s. 6d.: 
Double play polyester 3 in. 400 ft. 9s.: 
4 in. 600 ft. 12s.: 5 in. 1,200 ft. 20s.: 
51 in. 1,800 ft. 28s.; 7 in. 2,400 ft. 36s.: 
Discount on four or more. Refund 
guarantee. M.S. Recording Tapes 
(Dept. T.M.) 21, Hoylc Street. Rad- 
cliffc, Manchester. Also at Tottington, 
Lanes. 

What is Jay Williams doing now?— 
see advertisement on page 30. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
Fcrrograph 5 A/N, 422 and 424. 

Rcvox E36. etc.. always in stock. City and Essex Tape Recorder Centres. 
(See page 5.) 

TAPE RECORDERS. SAVE FROM 
30 per cent to 60 per cent on the 
original price. Large stocks of second- 
hand. new. shop soiled machines. All 
guaranteed. Obtainable on our NO 
INTEREST TERMS. Best part ex- 
change allowances on your existing 
equipment. CALL. WRITE. PHONE 
today for free list. Quotation and 
details. Our Mail Order covers the 
whole Country—R. E. W. Earlsfield 
Ltd.. 266. Upper Tooling Road. 
London. S.W.17. Balham 7710. 

TAPE SPLICING, easy with Easy- 
splice Splicer, guaranteed. 5s. Scotch 
Boy Splicing Tape. 3s. P. & P.. 6d. 
Easysplice Manufacturers. 30. Lawrence 
Road. Ealing. 

INDEX TO 
ADVERTISERS 

Page 
A. Brown & Sons Ltd  39 
Agfa Ltd  Back Cover 
Audio Electronics (Midlands) Ltd. 33 Armstrong Audio Ltd  6 
B.A.S.F. Chemicab Ltd  2 
Rcrean Forward Movement   39 
C. Braddock Ltd  16 
City & Essex Tape Recorder 

Centres   5 and 11 
Cussins & Light Ltd  33 
Da> strom Ltd  22 
Educational Recordings Ltd  38 
Elstone Electronics Ltd  4 
E.M.I. Tape Ltd  8 
Francis of Strcatham   6 
Global Products   38 
Grampian Reproducers Ltd  34 
Hamilton Electronics   31 
Hi-Fi Centre Ltd  30 
Howards Tape Recorders   24 
J. Williams & Co  34 
Lee Electronics   30 
Magncgraph   30 
Massey's Centre of Sound   31 
Multicorc Solders Ltd  39 
Rapid Recording Service   28 
Recording Machines Ltd (Glasgow) 32 
Recording Machines Ltd. (South- 

ampton)   31 
Rent-A-Tapc (Recordings) Ltd. .. 39 
Reslosound Ltd  4 
R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd  39 
Sheen Tape Recorder Centre Ltd. 31 
Sound News Productions   28 
Stereolectrics Ltd  38 
Tape Recorders (Bournemouth) 

Ltd  32 
Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax) 33 
Tellux Ltd  25 
The Ferrograph Co. Ltd  9 
The Recorder Co  34 
The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd. .. 22 
Truvox Ltd  20 and 21 
Tutor Tape Co. Ltd  29 
Tysonlc   33 
Wallace Heaton   27 
Wclmcc Corporation Ltd  17 
Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd. 7 
Worldwide Tapetalk   29 
Worthing Tape Recorder Centre 

Ltd.   32 
Wyndsor Recording Co. Ltd. .. 3 

JTapc recorder owners wishing to make contact with others of similar interests arc S invited to complete and return this form. (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 
Z Name   Age   
5 Address   
: : S Special interests  ■ ■ ■ 
: Speeds to be used   Maximum spool size  ■ 
: : S Recorder owned  ■ 
: : S Special areas to be contacted  ■ 
■ (Unless otherwise slated, I am prepared to accept tapes from any part of the world) Z 
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a ■•■■■■■■ ■■■■ 
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■iiiiiiiiiiiinniHi iiiiiiinimiiraiiiiiiiinniii 

How would you get on to tape the sound of a storm at 

sea? ... or a ghost in a haunted house? ... or a man 

splashing through a sea of mud? 

Answers, in simple language, to these and many other 

sound effects problems are given by Alan Edward Beeby in 

SOUND EFFECTS ON TAPE 

the latest in our series of handbooks for the tape 

recording enthusiast. 

PRICE 3s 6d (post free) 

(USA $0.75) 

HIIIIIUHUIIUIIimilllH 

Others in the series 

ADVICE ON BUYING A 
TAPE RECORDER 

J. F. Ling 
2/6 (post free) (U.S.A. S0.65) 

INTRODUCTION TO THE 
TAPE RECORDER 

Charles Langton 
3/6 (post free) (U.S.A. S0.7S) 

HI-FI FOR THE MUSIC LOVER 
Edward Greenfield 

3/- (post free) (U.S.A. 80.70) 

TAPE AND CINE 
John Aldred 

3/-(post free) (U.S.A. $0.70) 

HOW TO RECORD WEDDINGS 
Paul Addinsell 

3/- (post free) (U.S.A. 80.70) 

::y 
n 

AVAILABLE FROM 7, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 

ADVERTISEMENT INQUIRIES 

I should like further information about the 

(product) mentioned on page of the 

  issue of TAPE 
Recording Magazine. 

NAME  

SERVICE 

I should like further information about the 

This is a special service for readers of 
TAPE Recording Magazine. It (product) mentioned on page of the 
enables you—without cost—to get   jS5Ue 0f tape 

ADDRESS 

January 1964 

I should like further information about the- 

fuller information about those 
products in which you are particularly 
interested. Fill in one coupon below 
for each inquiry, with your name and 
address in block capitals in each case. 
Then cut out the whole of this section, 
following the dotted line, fold as 
indicated overleaf and post to us. 

I should like further information about the 

Recording Magazine. 

NAME  

ADDRESS   

January 1964 

I should like further information about the 

(product) mentioned on page of the (product) mentioned on page of the (product) mentioned on page of the 

  issue of TAPE   issue of TAPE   issue of TAPE 
Recording Magazine. Recording Magazine. Recording Magazine. 

NAME  NAME  NAME  

ADDRESS   ADDRESS   ADDRESS   

January 1964 January 1964 January 1964 
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-GLOBAL PRODUCTS- 
A stamped addressed envelope will bring you details of the 

following equipment:— 
" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head Demagneli/.er." "Tape Splicer 

(All Metal)." (Trade inquiries welcomed.) 
Canadian " Bel Cleer " Recording Tape. 
Standard. 5" 600' 12/6. 7" 1200' 18/6. 
Long Play. 5" 900' 15/-. 53" 1200' 18/6. 7" 1800' 25/-. 
Also Double Play Tape. 7" 2400' 34/-. 

Postage //- per spool. Three or more post free 
13, STANLEY STREET, ROTHWELL. NORTHANTS 

TAPE RECORDING AND HI-FI 
By the Editor of TAPE Recording Magazine 

The best available introductory guide 
160 pages, 40 illustrations. 13s. 3d. (including postage) 

from Tape, 7. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 

COMPLETE " SLEEPOMATIC " UNIT 
FOR ONLY £20 

Comprising transistorised tape machine, auto time- 
switch, microphone, batteries, and under-pillow 

speaker. 
INTERESTING FREE BOOKLET 

and details of our range of tapes, discs, and equip- 
ment gladly sent on receipt of postcard. 

(IVe are the pioneers of Automated Sleep-learning in 
Gl. Britain) 

Educational Recordings Ltd., (Dept. t.g.) 
21 Bishops Close, ChurchFLane, London, E.I7 

Invitation to Sound Reality 
We offer you quality in High Fidelity Equipment and 
Tape Recorders with the aid of such names as .. . 
Quad, Leak, Chapman Armstrong, Garrard. Goldring, 
Thorcns. Tannoy, Mordaunt. Wharfedale, Goodman, 
Record Housing, Design Eurniture, Period, Tandberg, 
Rcvox, Truvox, Grundig, Stella. 

Specialist in High Fidelity Sound. 

.KIRK 

ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET 
Phone: 23093 

BOLTON 
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TAPE 

GrundlgTK.S ... ss/- 
TK.8 ... 63 - 
TK.20 ... ... 52/6 
TK.24 ... ... 55.'- 
TK.25 ... ... 55/- 
TK.30 ... ... 60;- 

.. TK.J5 ... ... 62/- 

.. TK.S0 ... ... 60- 
TK.S5 ... ... 61/- 
TK.60 ... 75 -• 
TK.03O/3D ... 61/- 

.. Cub ... ... 15/- 
Tclcfunkcn 05 ... ... 60 -• 

•S .. 65 - 
75/15... ... 55/- 
76K ... ... 55/- 
77K ... t Philips 8108 ... 57/6 

.. 8104 .. 61/- 

.. EL3538 ... . . 63- 

.. EL3542 ... ... 63/- 

.. EL3536 ... ... TO/-* 

.. EL35I5 ... ... 57/6 

.. EL3S4I/I5... ... 57.6 
A. BROWN 

14-U. GEORGE STREET, 

RECORDER 

COVERS 
Smart, waterproof covar 
to giva compiata protac- tion to your tape racordar. 
Mada from rubbariaad 
canvas in navy, wina. tan. 
gray and bottla graan 
with whita contrasting 
pipings, rainforcad base, 
handy zip microphona 
pocket and nama panal. 

Cossor 1602  S7/6 
.. 1601   63/- 

StallaSUSS  63/- 
.. ST454   57/6 Ssja MK.5   57/6 

Scuul Tricordar 5®/- 
Saba  63/- 
Wyndsor Vitcouoc ... 55/-* 

Victor 60/-* 
Elizabethan Princess ... 66/- 

,, Avon 60/- 
,, Escort ... 17/6* 

Major 63/- 
FT.I 66/- 
Fr.3  f 

Fl-Cord  52/6 
Korclng (4 track stereo)... 63/- 
Hartlng Stereo  66/- 
Fldcllty Argyle  55/-* 
Walter 101  55/- 
Simon SP4 63/-* 
Clarion (complete with 

•trap)  52/6 
Brcnell Mk.5  77/- 

.. 3 star  6f/- Mlnlvox   t 
• Without pocket 
f Price to be announced 

SONS LTD. 
HULL T.I; 2S4I3, 1S4I1 

BUY A 

Bib 

THE PROFESSIONAL 

TAPE SPLICER 

> 

—The most reliable and easy to use. 
All metal—beautifully plated—compact in size- 
mounted on flock covered base. Easily and per- 
manently attached to your tape recorder. 
Ferrograph, Vortexion, Reflectograph and 
Wearile decks already have fixing holes for the 
Bib splicer. 
Clamps hold the magnetic or leader tapes in the 
precision cut channel—no danger of damaging 
the edges—most important with 4 track record- 

nnlu i RIR 'n9S' '''9h, angle and oblique cutting slots are Olllj IO/D provided to facilitate editing to a syllable. 
The Bib tape splicer saves tape and makes 
editing a fascinating hobby. 
More Bib splicers have been sold in recent years 
than any other make. It is incorporated in the 
"Scotch" Tape Accessory Kit and is used by re- 
cording studios and broadcasting organisations. 
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 

MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTFORDSHIRE 

Complete with 

razor cutter 

18/6 

The Be re an 

Forward Movement 

(NON-SECTARIAN 
NON-DENOMINATIONAL) 

Loan of over 850 reliable expositions of the Bible 
available on tape (3| ips) for cost of postage only 
(free to the blind and infirm). Invaluable to all 
Christians, from teachers to tyros; for Bible Study 
groups or private meditation. Supporting literature 
also available. Send for free, complete list of tapes 
and literature to "Eastgrove," Mar sham Way, 
Cerrards Cross, Bucks. 

iiiiiiaiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiBiiiiis 

"LISTEN AND LEARN" 
Pre-Recorded Study Tapes for Accountancy, 

Secretarial and Commercial Students 

The ideal way to Study and Revise. Saves hours of 
Study. Our Tape Library covers all the examination 
subjects. Prepared by Qualified Accountants and 
Secretaries. The Tapes can be rented or purchased 

at very low cost. 

Write now for free brochure " Listen and Learn " to 
RENT-A-TAPE (Recordings) Limited 
Northfield Lane, Brixham, S. Devon 

PART You're guaran- ■ Bm I 

EXCHANGE 

YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

with R'E'W 
Just a few of the machines in stock A friendly welcome awaits you at our 
waiting your inspection—NOW! new, recently extended showrooms jj. where you will find a large array of 

" 8n^* fine equipment at all price levels. yy gns. vy|th a comprehensive service geared 
Rft 8n*' to your personal satisfaction we 

110 8nS can. Provid.e 8enerous part exchange co 8nS' facilities, immediate delivery and— »y gns. yOU cannot visit us—a fast and 
110 8ns ^r'end,y Of'de'* Service. Re- ® * member, your guarantee of a better 

^ ' deal is in the name and reputation 
£93 *3 0 of R-E-W- (Earlsfield) Ltd. 

110 gns. MACHINE OF THE MONTH 

FERROGRAPH SAN... 
GRUNDIG TK46 ... 
BRENELL Mk. V Series 
BRENELL Mk. V M " 
REVOX Stereo 
REPS. R.I0 2-Track ... 
SIMON S.P. 5 
TANDBERG Stereo 6 
TANDBERG Stereo 7 
AKAI Stereo ... 
VORTEXION WVA... FERROGRAPH 522-524 
SONY Stereo 521 ... 
AMPEX Stereo 1273... 

124 gns 
290 gns. PAMPHONIC REFLECTOGRAPH 

Type A 105 gns. 
A magnificent new machine with a re- 
designed amplifier giving improved fre- 
quency response at all speeds on both 
record and playback. 
2 Speeds: 3 j and 7% i.p.s. 
Separate Play-back Amplifier. V.U.M. 
Meter. Semi-prof. 0 Ceneroei Pert Exchange Allowance! No |ntcrcst Terms £11. Ss. deposit. 

0 No Interest Terms—Loweit Deooiit! '1 monthly payments of £8. 5s. Also available on H.P. Terms, 18-74 
months to pay. 
CASH FOR YOUR TAPE RECORDER 
or HI-FI. Highest cash offers for good 
equipment . . . get in touch today/ 

R'E'W 

'PLUS FIVE' SERVICE! 

0 Off-the-shelf delivery from the 
biggest range under one roof 

0 Optional Personal Insurance 
0FREE Servicing—FREE Delivery 

REMEMBER . . . you're guaranteed a better, faster deal 

AT R-E'W (EARLSFIELD) LTD. 
(THE TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE) 
Write or ■phone Mail Order Dept. "TRM" 266-8 UPPER TOOTING RD.. LONDON, S.W. 17. Telephone: BALham 9174-5 
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high definition 

RECORDING TAPES 

are now available in 

beautiful, permanent, easy-access 

LIBRARY CASSETTES* 

(5", 5%', and 7" spools: P.E. 31 Long play, 

P.E. 41 Double play and P.E. 65 Triple play) 

*If not obtainable from your 
local dealer, please write to 

AGFA LTD Deer Park Road Wimbledon SW19 
giving his name and address. 
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